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A quantum and quantitative theory of liquid state, as well as a general theory of
condensed matter, was absent till now. This fundamental problem is crucial for
different brunches of science and technology. The existing solid states theories did
not allow to extrapolate them successfully to liquids.

The main features of new quantum Hierarchic theory, general for solids and liquids
(Kaivarainen, 1989, 1995, 2001) are described. Theory is verified by computer
simulations on examples of pure water and ice. Condensed matter is considered as
system of 3D standing waves (collective excitations) of different nature: thermal de
Broglie waves (waves B), IR photons, related to intermolecular oscillations and
thermal phonons.
The good agreement between theoretical and available from literature experimental
data of heat capacity, total internal energy, vapor pressure, surface tension, thermal
conductivity, viscosity, self-diffusion has been demonstrated for water and ice. Total
number of physical parameters of liquids and solids in wide temperature interval,
including that of phase transitions, accessible for evaluation, using CAMP computer
program (copyright, 1997, Kaivarainen), is about 300.
The evidence of high-T mesoscopic molecular Bose condensation (BC) in water and
ice in form of coherent clusters is obtained. The new mechanisms of the 1st and 2nd
order phase transitions, related to such clusters formation, their assembly and
symmetry change, has been suggested, as a consequence of computer calculation
analysis. The influence of weak electromagnetic field on water and ice, due to
interaction with resulting magnetic/electric dipole moments of clusters, is explained.
Theory unifies dynamics and thermodynamics on microscopic, mesoscopic and
macroscopic scales in terms of quantum physics. The idea of new optoacoustic device:
Comprehensive Analyzer of Matter Properties (CAMP) with huge informational
possibilities, its possible configurations and applications are described.
The strong advantage of new device is that only small part of 300 parameters,
yielding by CAMP, was possible to get before, using separate experimental
methods. The most of parameters, available using CAMP - computer program,
are ”hidden”, i.e. inaccessible for direct experimental registration. The
corresponding big amount of basically new information means, that CAMP may
provide a real breakthrough in condensed matter and applied physics. Possible
applications of CAMP to different technologies and research programs are
presented in the last section of this article.
This work may be considered as a background of project, related to CAMP-prototype
building and testing. The full version of this paper is located at
http://arXiv.org/abs/physics/0102086. The number of articles, devoted to different
aspects of new theory are placed in the electronic journal ”Archive of Los-Alamos”:
see http://arXiv.org/find/physics/1/au:!Kaivarainen_A/0/1/all/0/1
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1. INTRODUCTION
A quantum and quantitative theory of liquid state, as well as a general theory of condensed

matter, was absent till now. This fundamental problem is crucial for different brunches of science
and technology. The existing solid states theories did not allow to extrapolate them successfully
to liquids.

Widely used molecular dynamics method is based on classical approach and corresponding
computer simulations. It cannot be considered as a general one. The understanding of hierarchic
organization of matter and developing of general theory include a mesoscopic bridge between
microscopic and macroscopic properties of condensed matter.

The biggest part of molecules of solids and liquids did not follow classical
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. This means that only quantum approach is valid for elaboration
of general theory of condensed matter.

Our theoretical study of water and aqueous systems was initiated in 1986. It was stimulated
by necessity to explain the nontrivial phenomena, obtained by different physical methods in our
investigations of water-protein solutions. For example, the temperature anomalies in water
physical properties, correlating with changes in large scale protein dynamics were found in our
group by specially elaborated experimental approaches (Kaivarainen, 1985). It becomes evident,
that the water clusters and water hierarchical cooperative properties are dominating factors in
self-organization, function and evolution of biosystems. The living organisms are strongly
dependent on water properties, representing about 70% of the body mass.

Due to its numerous anomalies, water is an ideal system for testing a new theory of
condensed matter. If the theory works well with respect to water and ice, it is very probable, that
it is valid for other liquids, glasses or crystals as well. For this reason we have made the
quantitative verification of our hierarchic concept (Kaivarainen, 1989, 1992, 1995, 1996, 2000,
2001) on examples of water and ice.

Our theory considers two main types of molecular heat motion: translational (tr) and
librational (lb) anharmonic oscillations, which are characterized by certain distributions in three-
dimensional (3D) impulse space. The most probable impulse or momentum (p) determine the
most probable de Broglie wave (wave B) length !!B " h/p " vph/"B" and phase velocity !vph".
Conformational intramolecular dynamics is taken into account indirectly, as far it has an
influence on the intermolecular dynamics and parameters of waves B in condensed matter. Solids
and liquids are considered as a hierarchical system of collective excitations - metastable
quasiparticles of the four new type: effectons, transitons, convertons and deformons, strongly
interrelated with each other.

When the length of standing waves B of molecules exceed the distances between them, then
the coherent molecular clusters may appear as a result of high temperature molecular
Bose-condensation (BC). The possibility of BC in liquids and solids at the ambient temperatures
is one of the most important results of our model, confirmed by computer simulations. Such BC
is mesoscopic one, in contrast to macroscopic BC, responsible for superfluidity and
superconductivity. The value of the standing wave B length, which determine the edges of the
primary effecton (tr or lb) in selected directions (1,2,3) may be considered as a mesoscopic
parameter of order.

The interaction between atoms and molecules in condensed matter is much stronger and
thermal mobility/impulse much lesser, than in gas phase. It means that the temperature of Bose
condensation can be much higher in solids and liquids than in the gas phase. The lesser is
interaction between molecules or atoms the lower temperature is necessary for initiation of
Bose condensation.

This is confirmed in 1995 by Ketterle’s group in MIT and later by few other groups, showing
the Bose-Einstein condensation in gas of neutral atoms, like sodium (MIT), rubidium (JILA) and
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lithium (Rice University) at very low temperatures, less than 10K. However, at this temperatures
the number of atoms in the primary effectons (Bose condensate) was about 20,000 and the
dimensions were almost macroscopic: about 15 micrometers.

For comparison, the number of water molecules in primary librational effecton (coherent
cluster), resulting from mesoscopic BC at freezing point 273 0K is only 280 and the edge length
about 20 Å (see Fig. 7).

Our Hierarchic theory of matter unites and extends strongly two earlier existing most
general models of solid state (Ashkroft and Mermin, 1976):

a) the Einstein model of condensed matter as a system of independent quantum oscillators;
b) the Debye model, taking into account only collective phenomena - phonons in a solid body

as in continuous medium.
Among earlier models of liquid state the model of flickering clusters by Frank and Wen

(1957) is closest of all to our model. In our days the quantum field theoretical approach to
description of biosystems with some ideas, close to our ones has been developed intensively by
Umesawa’s group (Umezawa, et. al., 1982; Umezawa, 1993) and Italian group (Del Giudice, et
al., 1983; 1988, 1989).

Arani et al. introduced at 1998 the notion of Coherence Domains (CD), where molecules are
orchestrated by the internal electromagnetic waves (IR photons) of matter. This idea is close to
our notion of collective excitations of condensed matter in the volumes of 3D translational and
librational IR photons, named primary electromagnetic deformons (see next section).

The new physical ideas require a new terminology. It is a reason why one can feel certain
discomfort at the beginning of this work reading. To facilitate this process, we present below a
description of a new quasiparticles, notions and terminology, introduced in our Hierarchic
Theory of matter (see Table 1). Most of notions and excitation properties, presented below are
not postulated, but are the result of our computer simulations.

2. NEW EXCITATIONS, INTRODUCED IN HIERARCHIC THEORY OF MATTER
AND THEIR PROPERTIES

The Most Probable (primary) de Broglie Wave (wave B)
The main dynamics of particles in condensed matter (liquid or solid) represents thermal

anharmonic oscillations of two types: translational (tr) and librational (lb). The corresponding
length of the most probable wave B of molecule or atom of condensed matter can be estimated
by two following ways:

#!1,2,3 " h/mvgr1,2,3 " vph1,2,3/"B1,2,3$tr,lb     2.1

where the most probable impulse (momentum): p1,2,3 " mvgr1,2,3 is equal to product of the particle
mass (m) and most probable group velocity !vgr1,2,3". We prefer to use term impulse, instead
momentum, for the end not to confuse the latter notion with momentum of impulse, defined as:

mvgr1,2,3!1,2,3 " h     2.1a

The length of wave B could be evaluated, as the ratio of Plank constant to impulse and as the
ration of most probable phase velocity !vph1,2,3" tr,lb to most probable frequency !"B

1,2,3" tr,lb. The
indices (1,2,3) correspond to selected directions of motion in 3D space, related to the main axes
of the molecules symmetry and their tensor of polarizability. In the case when molecular motion
is anisotropic one, we have:

!1 ! !2 ! !3     2.2

It is demonstrated in our work, using Virial theorem (see eqs. 4.10 - 4.14), that due to
anharmonicity of oscillations - the most probable kinetic energy of molecules !Tkin" tr, lb is lesser
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than the average thermal energy (kT/2) and potential one !Vp" tr, lb:

!Vp" tr,lb # !mv2/2" $ kT/2

where most probable (mean) velocity of particle of matter is equal to corresponding group
velocity (v " vgr". Consequently, the most probable 3D wave B length may be much bigger, than
so called ”thermal de Broglie wave [! " h/!mkBT"1/2$, leading from classical
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution:

V0
N0

1/3
$ !1,2,3 ## h/!mkBT"1/2     2.2a

The left part of this inequality is a condition of mesoscopic molecular Bose condensation
(BC).

The Most Probable (Primary) Effectons (tr and lb)
A new type of quasiparticles (excitations), introduced as 3D superposition of three most

probable pairs of standing waves B of molecules, are termed primary effectons. The shape of
primary effectons in a general case can be approximated by parallelepiped, with the length of
edges determined by 3 most probable standing waves B. The volume of primary effectons is
equal to:

Vef " !9/4#"!1!2!3.     2.3

The number of molecules or atoms forming effectons is:

nm " !Vef"/!V0/N0",     2.4

where V0 and N0 are molar volume and Avogadro number, correspondingly. The nm increases,
when temperature is decreasing and may be about hundreds in liquids or even thousands in
solids, as shown in our work.

In liquids, primary effectons may be registered as a clusters and in solids as domains or
microcrystalline.

The thermal oscillations in the volume of corresponding effectons are synchronized. It means
the coherence of the most probable wave B of molecules and their wave functions. We consider
the primary effectons as a result of partial Bose condensation of molecules of condensed
matter. Primary effectons correspond to the main state of Bose-condensate with the packing
number np " 0, i.e. with the resulting impulse equal to zero.

Primary effectons (librational in liquids and librational and translational in solids), as a
coherent clusters, represent self-organization of condensed matter on mesoscopic level, like I.
Prigogin dissipative structures. However, revealed in our work mesoscopic high - T Bose
condensation, is a quantum phenomenon. It is important to note, that the coherent oscillations of
molecules in the volume of the effectons can not be considered as phonons (acoustic waves),
because they are not accompanied by fluctuation of density in contrast to secondary deformons
(see below).

”Acoustic” (a) and ”Optical” (b) States of Primary Effectons
The ”acoustic” a-state of the effectons is such a dynamic state when molecules or other

particles composing the effectons, oscillate in the same phase (i.e. without changing the distance
between them). The ”optic” b-state of the effectons is such dynamic state when particles oscillate
in the counterphase manner (i.e. with periodical change of the distance between particles). This
state of primary effectons has a common features with Frölich’s mode.

It is assumed in our model, that kinetic energies of ”acoustic” (a) and ”optical” (b) modes are
equal #Tkin

a " Tkin
b $ in contrast to potential energies #Va $ Vb$. It means that the most probable
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impulses in (a) and (b) states and, consequently, the wave B length and spatial dimensions of
the effectons in the both states are equal !#!1,2,3$a " #!1,2,3$b". The energy of intermolecular
interaction (Van der Waals, Coulomb, hydrogen bonds etc.) in a-state are bigger than that in
b-state. Consequently, the molecular polarizability in a-state also is bigger than in b-state. It
means that dielectric properties of matter may change as a result of shift of the !a % b" tr,lb1,2,3

equilibrium of the effectons.

Primary Transitons (tr and lb)
Primary transitons represent intermediate transition states between (a) and (b) modes of

primary effectons - translational and librational. Primary transitons (tr and lb) - are radiating or
absorbing IR photons corresponding to translational and librational bands in oscillatory spectra.
Such quantum transitions are not accompanied by the fluctuation of density but with the change
of polarizability and dipole moment of molecules only. The volumes of primary transitons and
primary effectons coincides (see Table 1).

Primary Electromagnetic and Primary Acoustic Deformons (tr, lb)
Electromagnetic primary deformons are a new type of quasiparticles (excitations)

representing a 3D superposition of three standing electromagnetic waves. The IR photons (tr, lb)
are radiated and absorbed as a result of !a % b" tr,lb1,2,3 transitions of primary effectons, i.e.
corresponding primary transitons. Electromagnetic deformons appear as a result of superposition
of 3 standing IR photons, penetrating in matter in different selected directions (1,2,3). We
assume, that each of 3 pairs of counter-phase photons form a standing wave in the volume of
condensed matter.

The linear dimension of each of three edges of primary deformon is determined by the wave
length of three standing IR photons, superposing in the same space volume:

!1,2,3 " #!n"&""1$tr,lb
1,2,3     2.5

where: n is the refraction index and !"&" tr,lb - the wave number of translational or librational
band. These quasiparticles as the biggest ones, are responsible for the long-range (distant)
space-time correlation in liquids and solids.

In the case when !b ' a" tr,lb transitions of primary effectons are accompanied by big
fluctuation of density (like cavitational fluctuation in liquid or defect formation in solid), they
may be followed by emission of phonons instead of photons. It happens, when primary effectons
are involved in the volume of macro- and supereffectons (see below). Primary acoustic
deformons may originate or annihilate in such a way. However, the probability of collective
spontaneous emission of photons during !b ' a" tr,lb transition of primary effectons is much
higher than that of phonons, related to similar transition of macroeffectons (see below), as it
leads from our theory.

The coherent electromagnetic radiation as a result of self- correlation of many dipole
moments in composition of coherent cluster, like primary effectons, containing N # 1 molecules
is already known as superradiance (Dicke, 1954). The time of collective transition in the case of
superradiance is less than that of isolated molecule and intensity of superradiance
!I $ N % h"/$ $ N2" is much bigger than that from the same number of independent molecules
!I $ N % h"/T1 $ N". The !b ' a" transition time of the primary effectons has the reverse
dependence on the N !$ $ 1/N". The relaxation time for isolated atoms or molecules !T1" is
independent on N. The main energy is radiated in the direction of most elongated volume, i.e.
ends of tubes.

Secondary effectons (tr and lb)
In contrast to primary effectons, this type of quasiparticles is conventional. They are the

result of averaging of the frequencies and energies of the ”acoustic” (a) and ”optical” (b) states of
effectons with packing numbers nP # 0, having the resulting impulse more than zero. For
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averaging the energies of such states the Bose-Einstein distribution was used under the condition
when T $ T0 !T0 is temperature of degeneration and, simultaneously, temperature of first order
phase transition). Under this condition the chemical potential: % " 0 and distribution has a form
of Plank equation.

Secondary effectons (tr and lb)
In contrast to primary effectons, the ”acoustic” (a ) and ”optical” (b ) states of secondary

(mean) effectons are the result of averaging the energies of the effectons with packing numbers
nP # 0, having the resulting impulse different from zero. For this averaging the Bose-Einstein
distribution was used under the condition: T $ T0 !T0 is temperature of degeneration for
mesoscopic Bose condensation (BC), equal to temperature of first order phase transition). Under
this condition it is assumed, that the chemical potential: % % 0 and Bose-Einstein distribution
has a form of Plank equation [4].

Secondary transitons (tr and lb)

Secondary transitons, like primary ones are intermediate transition state between (a ) and (b& )
states of secondary effecton - translational and librational. As well as secondary effectons, these
quasiparticles are conditional, i.e. a result of averaging. It is assumed that the volumes of
secondary transitons and secondary effectons coincide. The !ā % b(" tr,lb transition states of
secondary effectons, in contrast to that of primary effectons, are accompanied by the fluctuation
of density. Secondary transitons are responsible for radiation and absorption of phonons.

Secondary ”acoustic” deformons (tr and lb)
This type of quasiparticles is also conditional as a result of 3D superposition of averaged

thermal phonons. These conventional phonons originate and annihilate in a process of
!ā % b("1,2,3 thermoactivated transitions of secondary conventional effectons. These states
correspond to translational and librational transitons.

Convertons !tr % lb"
These important excitations are introduced in our model as a reversible transitions between

translational and librational primary effectons. The (acon) convertons correspond to transitions
between the (atr ) alb) states of these effectons and (bcon) convertons - to that between their
(btr ) blb) states. As far as the dimensions of translational primary effectons are much less than
librational ones, the convertons could be considered as [dissociation ) association] of the
primary librational effectons (coherent clusters). Both of convertons, (acon) and (bcon), are
accompanied by density fluctuation, inducing phonons with corresponding frequency in the
surrounding medium. All kinds of Convertons may be termed ’flickering’ clusters.

The ca- and cb- deformons, induced by convertons
Three-dimensional (3D) superposition of phonons, irradiated by two types of convertons,

acon and bcon, represents in our model the acoustic ca- and cb-deformons. They have properties
similar to that of secondary deformons, discussed above.

The c-Macrotransitons (Macroconvertons) and c-Macrodeformons
Simultaneous excitation of the acon and bcon types of convertons in the volume of primary

librational effectons leads to origination of big fluctuations, like cavitational ones, termed
c-Macrotransitons or Macroconvertons. In turn, corresponding density fluctuations induce in
surrounding medium high frequency thermal phonons. The 3D-superposition these standing
phonons forms c- Macrodeformons.

Macroeffectons (tr and lb)
Macroeffectons (A and B) are collective simultaneous excitations of the primary and
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secondary effectons in the #A $ !a, ā"$tr,lb and #B $ !b, b("$tr,lb states in the volume of primary
electromagnetic translational and librational deformons, respectively. This correlation of primary
and secondary states results in significant deviations from thermal equilibrium. The A and B
states of macroeffectons (tr and lb) may be considered as the most probable volume-orchestrated
(correlated) thermal fluctuations of condensed matter.

Macrodeformons or Macrotransitons (tr and lb)
This type of conventional quasiparticles is considered in our model as an intermediate

transition state of macroeffectons. The !A ' B" tr,lb and !B ' A" tr,lb transitions are represented by
the coherent transitions of primary and secondary effectons in the volume of primary
electromagnetic deformons - translational and librational. The !A ' B" tr,lb transition of
macroeffecton is accompanied by simultaneous absorption of 3 pairs of photons and that of
phonons in the form of electromagnetic deformons. If !B ' A" tr,lb transition occurs without
emission of photons, then all the energy of the excited B-state is transmitted to the energy of
fluctuation of density and entropy of Macroeffecton as an isolated mesosystem. It is a dissipative
process: transition from the more ordered structure of matter to the less one, termed
Macrodeformons. The big fluctuations of density during !A % B" tr,lb transitions of
macroeffectons, i.e. macrodeformons are responsible for the Rayleigh central component in
Brillouin spectra of light scattering [15]. Translational and librational macrodeformons are also
related to the corresponding types of viscosity and self-diffusion [16]. The volumes of
macrotransitons, equal to that of macrodeformons (tr or lb) and macroeffectons, coincide with
that of tr or lb primary electromagnetic deformons, correspondingly.

Supereffectons
This mixed type of conventional quasiparticles is composed of translational and librational

macroeffectons correlated in space and time in the volumes of superimposed electromagnetic
primary deformons (translational and librational - simultaneously). Like macroeffectons,
supereffectons may exist in the ground !AS&" and excited !BS&" states representing strong
deviations from thermal equilibrium state.

Superdeformons or Supertransitons
This collective excitations have the lowest probability as compared to other quasiparticles of

our model. Like macrodeformons, superdeformons represent the intermediate !AS& % BS&"
transition state of supereffectons. In the course of these transitions the translational and
librational macroeffectons undergo simultaneous

#!A % B" tr and !A % B" lb$ transitions

The !AS& ' BS&" transition of supereffecton may be accompanied by the absorption of two
electromagnetic deformons - translational and librational simultaneously. The reverse !BS& ' AS&"
relaxation may occur without photon radiation. In this case the big cavitational fluctuation
originates. Such a process plays an important role in the processes of sublimation, evaporation
and boiling.

The equilibrium dissociation constant of the reaction:

H2O ) H! ! HO"     2.6

should be related with equilibrium constant of supertransitons: KBS&)AS& . The AS& ' BS& cavitational
fluctuation of supereffectons can be accompanied by the activation of reversible dissociation of
small fraction of water molecules. Recombination of water molecules may be accompanied by
visible photons radiation. The sonoluminescencence is explained by our theory as a result of
increasing of probability of superdeformons under the influence of ultrasonic waves with
resonant frequency.

In contrast to primary and secondary transitons and deformons, the notions of [macro-
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and supertransitons] and [macro- and superdeformons] coincide. Such types of transitons
and deformons represent the dynamic processes in the same volumes of corresponding primary
electromagnetic deformons.

Considering the transitions of all types of translational deformons (primary, secondary and
macrodeformons), one must keep in mind that the librational type of modes remains the same.
And vice versa, in case of librational deformons, translational modes remain unchanged. Only
the realization of a convertons and supereffectons are accompanied by the interconversions
between the translational and librational modes, between translational and librational effectons.

3. Interrelation Between Quasiparticles Forming Solids and Liquids

Our model includes 24 types of quasiparticles (Table. 1):

4 - Effectons
4 - Transitons
4 - Deformons

translational and librational, including
primary and secondary

    I

2 - Convertons
2 " C-deformons
1 " Mc-transiton
1 " Mc-deformon

the set of interconvertions
between translational and librational
primary effectons

    II

2 - Macroeffectons
2 - Macrodeformons

translational and librational
!spatially separated)

    III

1 - Supereffectons
1 - Superdeformons

translational ) librational
!superposition of tr and lb effectons
and deformons in the same volume)

    IV

Each next level in the hierarchy of quasiparticles (I - IV) introduced in our model, is based
on unification of the properties of the previous ones. All of these quasiparticles are constructed
on the same physical principles. Part of them is a result of 3D - superposition of different types of
standing waves: de Broglie waves, IR electromagnetic photons and phonons.

Such a system in equilibrium state can be handled as a gas of quasiparticles. As far each
of the effecton’s types: [tr$ and # lb$, macroeffectons #tr ! lb$ and supereffectons #tr/lb$ have two
states (acoustic and optic) the total number of excitations, as one can calculate from the table
above, is equal to:

Nex " 31

This classification reflects the duality of matter and field and represent their self-organization
and interplay on mesoscopic and macroscopic levels.

Our hierarchical system includes a gradual transition from the Order (primary effectons,
transitons and deformons) to Disorder (macro- and superdeformons). It is important, however,
that in accordance with the model proposed, this thermal Disorder is ”organized” by hierarchical
superposition of definite types of the ordered quantum excitations. It means that the final
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dynamics condensed matter only ”looks” as chaotic one. Our approach makes it possible to take
into account the Hidden Order of Condensed Matter in form mesoscopic Bose condensate and its
dynamics for better understanding of Disorder.

The long-distance correlation between quasiparticles is determined mainly by the biggest
ones - an electromagnetic primary deformons, involving in its volume a huge number of primary
and secondary effectons. The volume of primary deformons [tr and lb] could be subdivided on
two equal parts, within the nodes of 3D standing IR electromagnetic waves. The big number of
the effectons in each of these parts is equal also. The dynamics effectons is correlated in such a
way, that when one half of their quantity in the volume of big primary deformon undergo
!a ' b" tr,lb transitions, the other half of the effectons undergo the opposite !b ' a" tr,lb transition.
These processes may compensate each other due to exchange of IR photons and phonons in
equilibrium conditions.

The increasing or decreasing in the concentration of primary deformons is directly related to
the shift of !a % b" tr,lb equilibrium of the primary effectons leftward or rightward, respectively.
This shift, in turn, leads also to corresponding changes in the energies and concentrations of
secondary effectons, deformons and, consequently, to that of super- and macro-deformons. It
means the existing of feedback reaction between subsystems of the effectons and
deformons, necessary for long-range self-organization in macroscopic volumes of
condensed matter.

Table 1. Schematic representation of the 18 types of quasiparticles of condensed matter as a
hierarchical dynamic system, based on the effectons, transitons and deformons. Total number of
quasiparticles, introduced in Hierarchic concept is 24. Six collective excitations, related to
convertons- interconversions between primary librational and translational effectons and their
derivatives are not represented here for the end of simplicity.
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The total internal energy of substance is determined by the contributions of all types of
quasiparticles with due regard for their own energy, concentration and probability of excitation.
It leads from our simulations, that contributions of super- and macroeffectons and corresponding
super- and macrodeformons as well as polyeffectons and coherent superclusters to the internal
energy of matter normally are small, due to their low probability of excitation, big volume and,
consequently, low concentration.

Polyeffectons and superclusters are the result of primary effectons assembly
(one-dimensional, two- or three-dimensional), stabilized by Josephson’s junctions.

The sizes of primary effectons (translational and librational) determine the mesoscopic scale
of the condensed matter organization. Domains, nods, crystallites, observed in solid bodies,
liquid crystals, polymers and biopolymers are the consequence of primary effectons and their
association.

4. HIERARCHIC THERMODYNAMICS

4.1. The internal energy of matter as a hierarchical system
of collective excitations

The quantum theory of crystal heat capacity leads to the following equation for the density of
thermal internal energy (Ashkroft, Mermin, 1976):

' " 1
V

i'Ei exp!"Ei/kT"
i'exp!"Ei/kT"

    4.1

where V - the crystal volume;Ei - the energy of the i-stationary state.

According to our Hierarchic theory, the internal energy of matter is determined by the
concentration !ni" of each type of quasiparticles, probabilities of excitation of each of their states
!Pi" and the energies of corresponding states !Ei". The condensed matter is considered as an
”ideal gas” of 3D standing waves of different types (quasiparticles and collective excitations).
However, the dynamic equilibrium between types of quasiparticles is very sensitive to the
external and internal perturbations.

The total partition function - the sum of the relative probabilities of excitation of all states of
quasiparticles is equal to:

Z " '
tr,lb

!Pefa ! Pefb ! Pd" !
!!P( efa ! P( efb ! P( d" !
!#!PMA ! PMB " ! PDM $

tr,lb

!

! !Pac ! Pbc ! PcMd" ! !PSA ! PSB ! PD&
s "     4.2

Here we take into account that the probabilities of excitation of primary and secondary transitons
and deformons are the same !Pd " Pt; P( d " P( t" and related to the same processes:

!a % b" tr,lb and !ā % b(" tr,lb transitions.

The analogous situation is with probabilities of a, b and cM convertons and corresponding
acoustic deformons excitations: Pac, Pbc and PcMd " PcMt. So it is a reason for taking them into
account in the partition function only ones.

The final formula for the total internal energy of !Utot" of one mole of matter leading from
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mesoscopic model, considering the system of 3D standing waves as an ideal gas is:

Utot " V0
1
Z '

tr,lb

nef Pefa Eefa ! Pefb Eefb ! PtEt

!ndPdEd
!

! n( ef P( efa Ēefa ! P( efb Ēefb ! P( tĒ t ! n( dP( dĒd !

! nM PMA EMA ! PMB EMB ! nDPMDEMD
tr,lb

!

! V0
1
Z ncon PacEac ! PbcEbc ! PcMtEcMt !

! !ncdaPacEac ! ncdbPbcEbc ! ncMdPcMdEcMd" !

! V0
1
Z ns PSA

&ESA
& ! PSB

&ESB
& ! nD&PSD

&ESD
&     4.3

The meaning of the variables in formulae (4.2 - 4.3), necessary for the internal energy
calculations are presented in our paper (Kaivarainen, 2001).

Total potential energy is defined by the difference between total internal (eq. 4.3) and total
kinetic energy:

Vtot " Utot " Ttot     4.4

We can separately calculate the kinetic and potential energy contributions to the total thermal
internal energy of matter, using four basic experimental parameters (Kaivarainen, 2001):

1) density or molar volume; 2) sound velocity; 3) refraction index and 4) positions of
translational and librational bands in oscillatory spectrum of condensed matter.

It is important to stress that the same equations are valid for liquids and solids in our
theory.

The contributions of all individual types of quasiparticles in thermodynamics as well as a lot
of characteristics of these quasiparticles also may be calculated, using hierarchic theory.

4.3. Some useful parameters of condensed matter
The total Structural Factor can be calculated as a ratio of the kinetic to the total energy of

matter:

SF " Ttot/Utot     4.5

The structural factors, related to contributions of translations (SFtr) and to librations (SFlb) could
be calculated separately as:
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SFtr " Ttr/Utot and SFlb " Tlb/Utot     4.6

Dynamic parameters of quasiparticles, introduced in Hierarchic theory
The frequency of c- Macrotransitons or Macroconvertons excitation, representing

[dissociation/association] of primary librational effectons - ”flickering clusters” as a result of
interconversions between primary [lb] and [tr] effectons is:

FcM " 1
*Mc

PMc/Z     4.7

where: PMc " PacPbc is a probability of Macroconvertons excitation;
Z is a total partition function (see eq.4.2);
the life-time of Macroconvertons is:

$Mc " !$ac$bc"1/2     4.8

The cycle-period of (ac) and (bc) convertons are determined by the sum of life-times of
intermediate states of primary translational and librational effectons:

$ac " !$a" tr ! !$a" lb;
$bc " !$b" tr ! !$b" lb;

    4.9

The life-times of primary and secondary effectons (lb and tr) in a- and b-states are the
reciprocal values of corresponding state frequencies:

#$a " 1/"a; $ a " 1/" a $tr,lb;
[$b " 1/"b; $ b " 1/" b $tr,lb

    4.10
    4.10a

[!"a" and !"b"$tr,lb correspond to eqs. 4.8 and 4.9 and
[!" a " and !" b "$tr,lb correspond to eqs.4.16; 4.17 from (Kaivarainen, 2001).

The frequency of (ac) and (bc) convertons excitation [lb/tr]:

Fac " 1
*ac
Pac/Z     4.11

Fbc " 1
*bc
Pbc/Z     4.12

where: Pac and Pbc are probabilities of corresponding convertons excitations (see eq.4.29a
from Kaivarainen, 2001).

The frequency of Supereffectons and Superdeformons (biggest fluctuations) excitation:

FSD " 1
!*A& ! *B& ! *D&"

PSD
& /Z     4.13

It is dependent on cycle-period of Supereffectons: $SD " $A& ! $B& ! $D&

and probability of Superdeformons activation (PSD
&
", like the limiting stage of this cycle.

The averaged life-times of Supereffectons in A& and B& state are dependent on similar states
of translational and librational macroeffectons :

$A& " #!$A" tr!$A" lb$ " #!$a$ a " tr!$a$ a " lb$1/2     4.14

and that in B state:
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$B& " #!$B" tr!$B" lb$ " #!$b$ b " tr!$b$ b " lb$1/2     4.15

The life-time of Superdeformons excitation
It is determined by frequency of beats between A& and B&states of Supereffectons as:

$D& " 1/|!1/$A&" " !1/$B&"|     4.16

The frequency of A ) B cycle excitations of translational and librational macroeffectons is
defined in a similar way:

FM " 1
!*A ! *B ! *D"

PMD /Z
tr,lb

    4.17

where:

!$A" tr,lb " #!$a$ a " tr,lb$1/2     4.18

and

!$B" tr,lb " #!$b$ b " tr,lb$1/2     4.19

!$D" tr,lb " 1/|!1/$A" " !1/$B"|tr,lb     4.20

The frequency of primary translational effectons !a ) b" tr transitions:

Ftr " 1/Z
!*a ! *b ! * t" tr

!Pd" tr     4.21

where: !Pd" tr is a probability of primary translational deformons excitation;
#$a;$b$tr are the life-times of (a) and (b) states of primary translational effectons (eq.4.10).

The frequency of primary librational effectons as (a ) b" lb cycles excitations:

Flb " 1/Z
!*a ! *b ! * t" lb

!Pd" lb     4.22

where: !Pd" lbis a probability of primary librational deformons excitation; $a and $b are the
life-times of (a) and (b) states of primary librational effectons defined as (4.10 and 4.10a).

The life-time of primary transitons (tr and lb) as a result of quantum beats between (a) and
(b) states of primary effectons could be introduced as:

#* t " |1/*a " 1/*b |"1$tr,lb     4.23

The fraction of molecules (Fr) in each selected type of excitation (quasiparticle):

Fr!i" " P!i"/Z     4.24

where: P!i" is thermoaccessibility (relative probability) of given excitation and Z is total
partition function (4.2).
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The concentration of molecules in each selected type of excitation:
Nm!i" " Fr!i"!NA/V0" " #P!i"/Z$!NA/V0"     4.25

where: NA and V0 are the Avogadro number and molar volume of matter.

The concentration of each type of independent excitations
(quasiparticles)

N!i" " Fr!i"n!i" " #P!i"/Z$n!i"     4.26

where: n(i) is a concentration of given type (i) of quasiparticles; Fr(i) is a fraction of
corresponding type of quasiparticles.

The average distance between centers of i-type of
randomly distributed quasiparticles:
d!i" " 1/#N!i"$1/3 " 1/#!P!i"/Z" % n!i"$1/3     4.27

The ratio of average distance between centers of quasiparticles
to their linear dimension #l " 1/n!i"1/3$:

rat!i" " 1/#!P!i"/Z"$1/3     4.28

The number of molecules in the edge of primary translational
and primary librational effectons:

(tr " !Veftr /vm"
1/3 " #!1/neftr"/!V0/NA"$1/3     4.29

(lb " !Veflb/vm"
1/3 " #!1/neflb"/!V0/NA"$1/3     4.30

where: !1/neftr,lb" is the volume of primary translational or librational effectons; !V0/NA" is the
volume, occupied by one molecule in condensed matter.

A lot of other parameters, characterizing different physical properties of condensed matter
are also possible to calculate, using Hierarchic theory and our computer program, as it will be
shown in the next sections.

5. QUANTITATIVE VERIFICATION OF HIERARCHIC THEORY
ON EXAMPLES OF ICE AND WATER

All the calculations, based on Hierarchic theory, were performed on the personal computers.
The special software: ”Comprehensive analyzer of matter properties” [copyright 1997,
Kaivarainen] was worked out. This program allows to evaluate more than 300 parameters of any
condensed matter if the following basic experimental data are available at the same temperature
and pressure interval:

1. Positions of translational and librational bands in IR spectra;
2. Sound velocity;
3. Molar volume or density;
4. Refraction index.

The basic experimental parameters for ice:

The wave numbers ("& tr), corresponding to positions of translational and librational bands in
oscillatory IR spectra were taken from book of Eisenberg and Kauzmann (1969). Wave numbers
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for ice at 0oC are:

"& ph
!1"

tr
" 60cm"1;

"& ph
!2"

tr
" 160cm"1;

"& ph
!3"

tr
" 229cm"1

Accordingly to our model, the IR photons with corresponding frequencies are irradiated and
absorbed a result of !a % b" primary translational deformons in ice. Temperature shifts of these
bands positions are close to zero:

( "& ph
1,2,3

tr/(T ) 0

Wave numbers of librational IR bands, corresponding to absorption of photons, related to
!a % b" lb1,2,3 transitions of primary librational effectons of ice are:

"& ph
!1"

lb
" "& ph

!2"
lb
" "& ph

!3"
lb
) 795cm"1.

The equality of wave numbers for three directions (1,2,3) indicate the spatial isotropy of the
librations of H2O molecules. In this case deformons and effectons have a cube geometry. In
general case they have a shape of parallelepiped (like quasiparticles of translational type) with
each of three ribs, corresponding to most probable de Broglie wave length in selected direction.

The temperature shift of the position of the librational band maximum for ice is:

( "& ph
1,2,3

lb/(T ) "0.2cm"1/C0

The resulting thermal phonons velocity in ice, responsible for secondary acoustic deformons, is
taken as equal to the transverse sound velocity (Johri and Roberts, 1990):

vsres " 1.99 % 105cm/s

This velocity and molar ice volume !V0" are almost independent on temperature (Eisenberg,
1969):

V0 " 19.6cm3/M % const

The refraction index for ice was taken as a temperature - independent value: nice " 1.35.

The basic experimental parameters for Water

The wave numbers of translational bands in IR spectrum, corresponding to quantum
transitions of primary translational effectons between acoustic (a) and optical (b) states with
absorption or emission of photons, forming electromagnetic 3D translational deformons at 00C
are (Eisenberg, 1969):

"& ph
!1"

tr
" 60cm"1; "& ph

!2"
tr
) "& ph

!3"
tr
) 199cm"1

with temperature shifts:

( "& ph
!1"

tr
/(T " 0; ( "& ph

!2,3"
tr

/(T " "0.2cm"1/C0

The primary librational deformons of water at 00C are characterized by following degenerated
wave numbers of librational bands in it IR spectrum:

"& ph
!1"

lb
) "& ph

!2"

lb
) "& ph

!3"

lb
" 700cm"1
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with temperature shift:

( "& ph
1,2,3

lb/(T " "0.7cm"1/C0

Wave numbers are related to the frequencies (") of corresponding transitions via light velocity as:
" " c"&

The dependence of sound velocity !vs" in water on temperature within the temperature range
0 " 1000C is expressed by the polynomial (Fine and Millero, 1973):

vs " 1402.385 ! 5.03522t " 58.3087 % 10"3t2 !
! 345.3 % 10"6t3 "

" 1645.13 % 10"9t4 ! 3.9625 % 10"9t5 !m/s".

The temperature dependence of molar volume !V0" of water within the same temperature range
can be calculated using the polynomial (Kell, 1975; Kikoin, 1976):

V0 " 18000/#!999,83952 ! 16.945176t "
" 7.98704 % 10"3t2 "

" 4.6170461 % 10"5t3 ! 1.0556302 % 10"7t4 "
" 2.8054253 % 10"10t5"/

/!1 ! 1.687985 % 10"2t"$ !cm3/M"

The refraction index for ice was taken as an independent on temperature !nice " 1.35" and that
for water as a variable, depending on temperature in accordance with experimental data,
presented by Frontas’ev and Schreiber (1966).

The refraction index for water at 200C is approximately:

nH2O % 1.33

The temperature dependences of different parameters for ice and water, computed using the
formulas of our mesoscopic theory, are presented in Figs.(1-4). It is only a small part of available
information. In principle, it is possible to calculate about 300 different parameters for liquid and
solid state of any condensed matter [3].

5.1. Discussion of theoretical temperature dependences and comparison with experimental
data

Our hierarchic theory makes it possible to calculate unprecedented big amount of parameters
for liquids and solids. Those of them that where measured experimentally and taken from
literature are in excellent correspondence with theory.
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Fig. 1. !a,b,c". Temperature dependences of the total partition function !Z" (eq.4.2) and
contributions related to primary and secondary effectons and deformons for ice (a,b) and water
(c).

The resulting thermoaccessibility minimum (Fig. 1a) for ice (Z) corresponds to the
temperature of -1700C. The interval from -198 to -1730C is known indeed as anomalies one due
to the fact that the heat equilibrium of ice establishes very slowly in the above range (Maeno,
1988). This fact can be explained by the less probable ice structure (minimum value of partition
function Z ) near "1700C.

For the other hand, experimental anomaly, related with maximum heat capacity !Cp", also is
observed near the same temperature. It can be explained, if we present heat capacity as:

Cp " (
(T ! 1

Z U
&" " " 1

Z2
(Z
(T U

& ! 1
Z

(U&

(T

One can see, that heat capacity is maximal, when !(Z/(T" " 0 and Z is minimal. It is a condition
of Z(T) extremum, just leading from our theory at -1700C !Fig.1a).

In liquid water the temperature dependences of Z and its components are linear. The
thermoaccessibility of mean secondary effectons in water decreases, while that of primary
effectons increases with temperature, just like in ice (Fig. 1 b,c).
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Fig. 2. (a,b). Temperature dependences of the total internal energy !U tot" and different
contributions for ice (a) and water (b) (eqs. 4.3 - 4.5). Following contributions to U tot are
presented: !Uef ! Ūef" is the contribution of primary and secondary effectons; !Ud ! Ūd" is the
contribution of primary and secondary deformons; !Uef ! Ud" is the contribution of primary
effectons and deformons; !Ūef ! Ūd" is the contribution of secondary effectons and deformons.

It leads from our calculations, that contributions of macro- and supereffectons to the total
internal energy and that of macro- and superdeformons, as well as all types of convertons, are
much smaller than those of primary and secondary effectons and deformons.

On lowering down the temperature the total internal energy of ice (Fig. 2a) and its
components decreases with temperature coming closer to absolute zero. The same parameters for
water are decreasing almost linearly within the interval !100 " 0"0C !Fig. 2b).

In computer calculations, the values of Cp!t" can be determined by differentiating Utot
numerically at any of temperature interval.

It follows from Fig. 2a that the mean value of heat capacity for ice in the interval from -75 to
0oC is equal to:

C( pice " +Utot
+T ) 39J/MK " 9.3 cal/MK

For water within the whole range +T " 1000C, the change in the internal energy is:
+U " 17 " 9.7 " 7.3kJ/M !Fig.2b). This corresponds to mean value of heat capacity of water:

Cpwater " +Utot
+T " 73 J/MK " 17.5 cal/MK

These results of theory agree well with the experimental mean values Cp " 18 Cal/MK for
water and Cp " 9cal/MK for ice (Eisenberg and Kauzmann, 1969).

Mesoscopic molecular Bose condensation at physiological temperature: possible or not?
The possibility of existence of mesoscopic (intermediate between microscopic and

macroscopic) Bose condensation in form of coherent clusters in condensed matter at the ambient
temperature was rejected for a long time. The reason of such shortcoming was a wrong primary
assumption, that the thermal oscillations of atoms and molecules in condensed matter are the
harmonic ones (see for example: Beck and Eccles, 1992). The condition of harmonic
oscillations means that the averaged kinetic (T k" and potential (V) energy of molecules are equal
to each other and linearly dependent on temperature (T).

This condition leads from Virial theorem (Clausius, 1870) for the case of classical
systems:
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T k " V " 1
2 kT     5.1

The averaged kinetic energy of the oscillating particle may be expressed via its averaged
impulse (p) and mass (m):

T k " p 2/2m     5.1a

The most probable wave B length (!B" of such particle, based on assumption (5.1), is:

!B " h/p " h/!mkT"1/2     5.2

It leads from this formula that around the melting point of ice: T " 273K the value of !B is
less than 1Å and much less than the approximate distance between centers of molecules (l~ 3Å)
in ice and water:

!B $ l     5.2a

This result leads to wrong conclusion that water and ice are classical systems, where Bose
condensation (BC) is impossible. The same wrong conclusion, based on 5.1 and 5.2 follows
for any condensed matter at T around its melting point.

The BC is possible only at conditions, when the wave B of particles is equal or bigger,
than the average distance between their centers (l):

!B * l " !V0/N0"1/3     5.2b

In contrast to low-temperature macroscopic BC, accompanied superconductivity and
superfluidity, the condition of mesoscopic high temperature BC may be expressed as:

L # !B # l     5.2c

where L is a macroscopic parameter, comparable with dimensions of the whole sample.
Condition of partial or mesoscopic BC (5.2c) is general for any liquids and solids as

confirmed by our theory and computer simulations for water and ice.
Correct comparisons of ratio between average kinetic and potential energy of matter

and applying to Virial theorem may give a right answer to question: is this system classical
or quantum ?

It leads from our theoretical dependencies, presented at Fig. 3a,b that the total kinetic energy
of water !Tkin" is approximately 30 times less than the potential energy !Vp" at the same
temperatures. In the case of ice, they differ even more: !Tkin/V" $ 1/100. The resulting Tkinof
water increases almost twice over the range !0 " 1000C" : from 313 to 585J/M. However, the
change of the total internal energy !Utot " Tkin ! Vp" is determined mainly by the change in
potential energy Vp!t" of ice and water.
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Fig. 3. (a,b). Temperature dependences of the kinetic !Tkin" and potential !Vp" energy for the ice
(a) and water (b), calculated, using eqs.(4.36), .(4.39) from (Kaivarainen, 2001). Note that
U tot " Tkin ! Vp and was calculated from eq.(4.3).

We can analyze the above ratio between total kinetic and potential energies in terms of the
Viral theorem worked out by Clausius (Clausius, 1870; see also Prokhorov, 1988). It is important
to note, that this theorem is valid for both: classical and quantum-mechanical systems.

This famous theorem for a system of any kind of particles system - relates the averaged
kinetic T( k!v," " 'i mivi

2/2 and potential V( !r" energies in the form:

2T( k!v," " '
i
mivi2 " '

i
r,i(V/(r,i     5.2d

The potential energy V!r" is a homogeneous n-order function like:

V!r" $ rn     5.3

where the value of power !n" is equal to ratio of doubled average kinetic energy to average
potential energy:

n " 2Tk!v,"
V!r"

    5.3a

For example, for a harmonic oscillator: n " 2 and T( k " V( . For Coulomb interaction: n " "1
and T( " "V( /2.

For water our calculation of Tk and V gives: nw $ 1/15 and for ice: nice $ 1/50. It follows
from (5.1) that in water and ice the dependence of potential energy on distance (r) is very weak:

Vw!r" $ r!1/15"; V ice $ r!1/50"     5.4

These results can be considered as indication of distant interactions in water and ice, as an
associative cooperative systems.

We get here a strong evidence that water and ice can not be considered as a classical
systems, following condition (5.1).

It is important also to note, that the direct interrelation exists between the infinitive spatial
scale of Bose condensation, determined by wave B length: ! " !h/p" ' + (eq.5.2) and condition
of nonlocality as independence of potential on distance at Tk ' 0; p ' 0; n ' 0:

V!r" ' const     5.4a

This result is true not only for real condensed matter systems, but also for systems of
virtual particles, composing vacuum (see: http://arXiv.org/abs/physics/0003001).
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5.2. Explanation of temperature anomalies,
nonmonotonic T-deviations in aqueous systems

Hierarchic theory is the first one enable to predict and give a clear explanation to deviations
of temperature dependencies of some physical parameters of water from monotonic ones.

It clarify also the interrelation between these deviations (transitions) and corresponding
temperature anomalies in properties of biosystems, such as large-scale dynamics of proteins, the
enzymes activity, dynamic equilibrium of [assembly-disassembly] of microtubules and actin
filaments, etc.

Fig. 4. !a" : The temperature dependencies of the number of H2O molecules in the volume of
primary librational effecton !nMlb"ef, left axis) and the number of H2O per length of this effecton
edge !(, right axis); (b): the temperature dependence of the water primary librational effecton
(approximated by cube) edge length #leflib " (!V0/N0"1/3$.

The number of H2O molecules within the primary libration effectons of water, which could
be approximated by a cube, decreases from nM " 280 at 00 to nM % 3 at 1000 !Fig. 4a). It
should be noted that at physiological temperatures !35 " 400" such quasiparticles contain nearly
40 water molecules. This number is close to that of water molecules that can be enclosed in the
open interdomain protein cavities judging from X-ray data. The flickering of these clusters, i.e.
their !dissociation ) association" due to #lb % tr$ conversions in accordance with our model is
directly related to the large-scale dynamics of proteins.

It is important that the linear dimensions of such water clusters (11Å) at physiological
temperature are close to dimensions of protein domains (Fig. 4b).

Such spatial correlation indicate that the properties of water exerted a strong influence
on the evolution of biopolymers, namely, their dimensions and dynamic properties due to
”flickering” of intersubunit water clusters.

We assume here that integer and half-integer values of number of water molecules per
effecton’s edge #($ (Fig. 4a) reflect the conditions of increased and decreased stabilities of water
structure correspondingly. It is apparently related to the stability of primary librational effectons
as cooperative and coherent water clusters.

Nonmonotonic behavior of water properties with temperature is widely known and well
confirmed experimental fact (Drost-Hansen, 1976, 1992; Clegg and Drost-Hansen, 1991; Etzler,
1991; Roberts and Wang, 1993; Roberts and Wang, 1993; Roberts, et al., 1993, 1994; Wang et
al., 1994).

We can explain this interesting and important for biological functions phenomenon
because of competition between two factors: quantum and structural ones in stability of
primary librational effectons.

The quantum factor such as wave B length, determining the value of the effecton edge:
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lef " (!V0/N0"1/3 ~ !B lb     5.5

decreases monotonously with temperature increasing. The structural factor is a sensitive
parameter depending on the H2O effective length: lH2O " !V0/N0"1/3 and their number #($ in
the effecton’s edge, approximated by cube.

We suggest that when !lef" corresponds to integer number of H2O, i.e.

#( " !lef/lH2O" " 2,3,4,5,6. . . $lb     5.6

the competition between quantum and structural factors is minimum and primary librational
effectons are most stable. On the other hand, when !lef/lH2O" lb is half-integer, the librational
effectons are less stable (the competition is maximum). In the latter case !a % b" lb equilibrium of
the effectons must be shifted rightward - to less stable state of these coherent water clusters.
Consequently, the probability of dissociation of librational effectons to a number of much smaller
translational effecton, i.e. probability of [lb/tr] convertons increases and concentration of primary
librational effectons decreases. Experimentally the nonmonotonic change of this probability with
temperature could be registered by dielectric permittivity, refraction index measurements and by
that of average density of water. The refraction index change should lead to corresponding
variations of surface tension, vapor pressure, viscosity, self-diffusion in accordance to our
hierarchic theory (Kaivarainen, 1995, 2001).

In accordance to our model the density of liquid water in composition of librational
effectons is lower than the average in the bulk water. In the former case all hydrogen bonds of
molecules are saturated like in ideal ice in contrast to latter one.

We can see from Fig.4a that the number of water molecules in primary lb effecton edge (()
is integer near the following temperatures:

60!( " 6"; 170!( " 5"; 320!( " 4"; 490!( " 3"; 770!( " 2"     5.7

These temperatures coincide very well with the maximums of relaxation time in pure water and
with dielectric response anomalies (Roberts, et al., 1993; 1994; Wang, et al., 1994). The special
temperatures predicted by our theory are close also to refractometry (Frontas’ev, Schreiber 1966)
and IR (Prochorov, 1991) data. Small discrepancy may result from the high sensitivity of water to
any kind of perturbation, like additional polarization of water molecules, induced by high
frequency visible photons.

The semi integer numbers of [($ for pure water correspond to temperatures:

00!( " 6.5"; 120!( " 5.5"; 240!( " 4.5"; 400!( " 3.5";
620!( " 2.5"; 990!( " 1.5"

    5.7a

The conditions (5.7a) characterize the less stable water structure than conditions (5.7). The
first order phase transitions - freezing at 00 and boiling at 1000 of water almost exactly
correspond to ( " 6.5 and ( " 1.5. This fact is important for understanding the mechanism of
first order phase transitions.

The temperature anomalies of colloid water-containing systems, discovered by
Drost-Hansen (1976) and studied by Etzler and coauthors (1987; 1991) occurred near 14-160;
29-320; 44-460 and 59-620C. At these temperatures the extrema of viscosity, disjoining pressure
and molar excess entropy of water between quartz plates even with a separation 300-500 Å has
been observed. These temperatures are close to predicted by our theory for bulk water anomalies,
corresponding to integer values of [($ (see 5.7). Some deviations can be a result of interfacial
water perturbations, induced by colloid particles and plates. It is a first theory which looks to be
able to predict and explain the existence of Drost-Hansen temperatures.

The dimensions, concentration and stability of water clusters (primary librational effectons)
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in the volume of vicinal water should be bigger than that in bulk water due to their less mobility
and to longer waves B length. Interesting ideas, concerning the role of water clusters in
biosystems were developed in works of John Watterson (1988a,b).

It was revealed in our laboratory (Kaivarainen, 1985; Kaivarainen et al., 1993) that
nonmonotonic changes of water near Drost-Hansen temperatures are accompanied by in-phase
change of different protein large-scale dynamics, related to their functioning. The further
investigations of like phenomena are very important for understanding the molecular
mechanisms of thermoadaptation of living organisms.

5.3. Mechanism of the 1st and 2nd order phase transitions
in terms of the hierarchic theory

The abrupt increase of the total internal energy (U) as a result of ice melting (Fig. 6a), equal
to 6.27kJ/M, calculated from our theory is close to the experimental data
!6kJ/M" !Eisenberg, 1969". The resulting thermoaccessibility (Z) during [ice ' water] transition
decreases abruptly, while potential and kinetic energies increase (Fig. 6b).

Fig. 6. The total internal energy !U " Tkin ! Vp" change during ice-water phase transition and
change of the resulting thermoaccessibility (Z) - (a); changes in kinetic !Tkin" and potential !Vp"
energies (b) as a result of the same transition.

It is important that at the melting point H2O molecules number in a primary translational
effecton !nMtr "ef decreases from 1 to % 0.4 !Fig. 7a). It means that the volume of this quasiparticle
type gets smaller than the volume occupied by H2O molecule. According to our model, under
such conditions the individual water molecules get the independent translation mobility. The
number of water molecules forming a primary libration effecton decreases abruptly from about
3000 to 280, as a result of melting. The number of H2O in the secondary librational effecton
decreases correspondingly from $ 1.25 to 0.5 (Fig. 7b).

Fig. 8a,b contains more detailed information on changes in primary librational effecton
parameters in the course of ice melting.

The theoretical dependences obtained allow us to give a clear interpretation of the first order
phase transitions. The condition of melting at T " Tcr is realized in the course of heating when
the number of molecules in the volume of primary translational effectons nM decreases:

nMtr * 1!T , Tcr"
Tc' nMtr , 1!T * Tcr"     5.11

Number of molecules nMtr,lb in primary translational and librational effectons may be
calculated using (4.63 a,b):

nMtr,lb " Veftr,lb/vm " !1/neftr,lb"/!V0/NA"
1/3     5.11a
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where: !1/neftr,lb" is the volume of primary translational or librational effecton; !V0/NA" is the
volume, occupied by one molecule in condensed matter.

Fig. 7. Changes of the number of H2O molecules forming primary !nMtr "ef and secondary !n(Mtr "ef
translational effectons during ice-water phase transition (a). Changes in the number of H2O
molecules forming primary !nMlb"ef and secondary !n(Mlb"ef librational effectons (b) as a result of
phase transitions.

The process of boiling, i.e. [liquid ' gas] transition, as seen from Fig. 7a, is also determined
by condition (5.11), but at this case it is realized for primary librational effectons.

This means that [gas ' liquid] transition is related to origination (condensation) of the
primary librational effectons which contain more than one molecule of substance.

In a liquid as compared to gas, the quantity of rotational degrees of freedom is decreased due
to librational coherent effectons formation, but the number of translational degrees of freedom
remains the same.

The translational degrees of freedom, in turn, also decreases, however, during [liquid ' solid]
phase transition, when the wave B length of molecules corresponding to their translations begins
to exceed the mean distances between the centers of molecules (Fig. 7a). This process is
accompanied by partial Bose-condensation of translational waves B and by the formation of
coherent primary translational effectons, including more than one molecule. The size of
librational effectons grows up abruptly during #water ' ice$ transition.

Fig. 8. Changes of the number of H2O molecules forming a primary librational effecton !nMlb"ef,
the number of H2O molecules !(" in the edge of this effecton (a) and the length of the effecton
edge: leflb " (!V0/N0"1/3 (b) during the ice-water phase transition.

The enlarged primary librational effectons and librational polyeffectons, originating from the
effectons ”side-to-side” assembly due to Josephson’ junctions, may serve as a centers of
crystallization, necessary for [liquid ' solid$ transition. We assume here that probability of
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mesoscopic Bose condensation (BC) of molecules, involved in translations, as a condition of
[liquid-solid] transition, increases in vicinity of crystallization centers, stimulated by interfacial
effects.

The process of polyeffectons formation in very pure water is slow due to relatively low
probability of their collision, necessary for primary effectons assembly. Such mechanism may be
responsible for getting the supercooled water, i.e. liquid water, existing few degrees below 00C.
The presence of impurities in form of colloid particles in water - stimulates the enlargement of
librational effectons and their assembly, increasing in such a way the temperature of
[water ' ice$ phase transition and making it closer to 00C. The opposite sharp transition of pure
[ice ' water$, however, occur always at 00Cat normal pressure of 1 atm. We may explain this
phenomenon because the unified system of primary [translational ! librational BC] of ice is more
cooperative than the system of only librational BC of water. Consequently, the reaction of ice to
temperature is more sensitive, than that of water and phase transition [ice ' water$ is more
sharp, than [water ' ice$.

In contrast to first order phase transitions, the 2nd order phase transitions are not
related to the abrupt change of primary effectons volume and concentration, but only to their
stability, related to their !a ) b" tr,lb1,2,3 equilibrium shift, symmetry changes and
polymerization. Such phenomena may be a result of a gradual [temperature/pressure] -
dependent decrease in the difference between the energy of ai and bi states of one of three

standing waves B, forming primary effectons h"p " h "b " "a
tr,lb

i

. Such effect,

registered by IR spectroscopy, is known as a soft mode low-frequency shift:

h"p " h "b " "a
tr,lb

i

' 0

at !b
Tc " !aTc

tr,lb

i
# V0/N0

1/3
    5.12

The non-monotonic changes of sound velocity and the low-frequency shift of translational
and librational bands in oscillatory spectra, according to our theory, should be followed by jump
of heat capacity, compressibility and coefficient of thermal expansion. The parameters of
elementary cells, depending on geometry, stability and dynamics of primary effectons are
changing also. All these predictions of our theory are in accordance with experimental data.

Consequently, theory propose a new clear mechanism of 1st and 2nd order phase transitions.
The number of molecules in the volume of primary effectons (5.11a) may be considered as a
parameter of order for 1st order phase transition.

The value of the constant of !a ) b" tr,lb1,2,3 equilibrium

K!a)b"tr,lb
1,2,3 " #a$/#b$tr,lb1,2,3 " #h"a/h"b $tr,lb

1,2,3

may serve as the parameter of order for 2nd order phase transition.
The critical values of both parameters of order are close to one

5.4. The life-time of quasiparticles and frequencies of their excitations

The set of formula, describing the dynamic properties of quasiparticles, introduced in
mesoscopic theory was presented earlier.

For the case of !a % b"1,2,3 transitions of primary and secondary effectons (tr and lb), their
life-times in (a) and (b) states are the reciprocal value of corresponding frequencies: #$a " 1/"a
and $b " 1/"b$tr,lb1,2,3. These parameters and the resulting ones could be calculated from eqs.(2.27;
2.28) for primary effectons and (2.54; 2.55) for secondary ones from (Kaivarainen, 2001).
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The results of calculations, using eq.(4.21 and 4.22) for frequency of excitations of primary tr
and lb effectons are plotted on Fig. 11a,b.

The frequencies of Macroconvertons and Superdeformons were calculated using eqs. (4.7
and 4.13).

Fig. 11. (a) - Frequency of primary [tr] effectons excitations, calculated from eq.(4.21);
(b) - Frequency of primary [lb] effectons excitations, calculated from eq.(4.22);
(c) - Frequency of #lb/tr$ Macroconvertons (flickering clusters) excitations, calculated from
eq.(4.7);
(d) - Frequency of Superdeformons excitations, calculated from eq.(4.13).

At the temperature interval (0 - 100)0C the frequencies of translational and librational
macrodeformons (tr and lb) are in the interval of

!1.3 " 2.8" % 109s"1 and !0.2 " 13" % 106s"1     5.16

correspondingly. The frequencies of (ac) and (bc) convertons could be defined also using our
software and formulae, presented at the end of Section IV.

The frequency of primary translational effectons #a % b$ transitions at 200C, calculated from
eq.(4.21) is

" $ 7 % 1010 !1/s"     5.17

It corresponds to electromagnetic wave length in water with refraction index !n " 1.33" of:

! " !cn"/" $ 6mm     5.18

For the other hand, there are a lot of evidence, that irradiation of very different biological systems
with such coherent electromagnetic field exert great influences on their properties (Grundler and
Keilman, 1983).

Between the dynamics/function of proteins, membranes, etc. and dynamics of their
aqueous environment the strong interrelation exists.

The frequency of macroconvertons, representing big density fluctuation in the volume of
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primary librational effecton at 370C is about 107!1/s" !Fig 11c), the frequency of librational
macrodeformons at the same temperature is about 106 s"1, i.e. coincides with frequency of
large-scale protein cavities pulsations between open and closed to water states (see Fig.11).
This confirm our hypothesis that the clusterphilic interaction is responsible for stabilization of
the proteins cavities open state and that transition from the open state to the closed one is
induced by coherent water cluster dissociation.

The frequency of Superdeformons excitation (Fig.11d) is much lower:

"s $ !104 " 105" s"1     5.19

Superdeformons are responsible for cavitational fluctuations in liquids and origination of defects
in solids. Dissociation of oligomeric proteins, like hemoglobin or disassembly of actin and
microtubules could be also related with such big fluctuations. Superdeformons could stimulate
also the reversible dissociation of water molecules, which determines the pH value

H2O ) HO" ! H!     5.20

Recombination of HO" and H! may be accompanied by emission of UV and visible photons.
Corresponding radiation could be responsible for fraction of so-called biophotons.

The parameters, characterizing an average spatial distribution of primary lb and tr
effectons in the bulk water are presented on the next Fig.12.

Fig. 12. Theoretical temperature dependencies of:
(a) - the space between centers of primary [lb] effectons (calculated in accordance to eq.4.27);
(b) - the ratio of space between primary [lb] effectons to their length (calculated, using eq.4.28);
(c) - the space between centers of primary [tr] effectons (in accordance to eq.4.27);
(d) - the ratio of space between primary [tr] effectons to their length (eq.4.28).

One can see from the Fig.12 that the dimensions of primary translational effectons are much
smaller and concentration much higher than that of primary librational effectons. We have to
keep in mind that these are the averaged spatial distributions of collective excitations. The
formation of polyeffectons - coherent clusters of lb (in liquids) and tr (in solids) primary
effectons, interacting side-by-side due to Josephson effect is possible also.
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The results, presented above, confirms the correctness of our model for liquids and
solids, as a hierarchic system of 3D standing waves of different nature. It will be
demonstrated below that Hierarchic theory is useful for elucidation and quantitative
analysis of different physical properties of practical significance. The results of computer
simulations coincide well with available experimental data.

6. INTERRELATION BETWEEN MESOSCOPIC AND
MACROSCOPIC PARAMETERS OF MATTER

6.1. The state equation for real gas

The Clapeyrone-Mendeleyev equation sets the relationship between pressure !P", volume !V"
and temperature (T) values for the ideal gas containing N0 molecules (one mole):

PV " N0kT " RT     6.1

In the real gases interactions between the molecules and their sizes should be taken into account.
It can be achieved by entering the corresponding amendments into the left part, to the right or to
the both parts of eq. (6.1).

It was Van der Waals who choosed the first way more than a hundred years ago and derived
the equation:

P ! a
V2 V " b " RT     6.2

where the attraction forces are accounted for by the amending term !a/V2", while the repulsion
forces and the effects of the excluded volume accounted for the term (b).

Equation (6.2) correctly describes changes in P,V and T related to liquid-gas transitions on
the qualitative level. However, the quantitative analysis by means of (2) is approximate and
needs the fitting parameters. The parameters (a) and (b) are not constant for the given substance
and depend on temperature. Hence, the Van der Waals equation is only some approximation
describing the state of a real gas.

6.2. New state equation for condensed matter

Using our eq.(4.3 from [1,2]) for the total internal energy of condensed matter !Utot", we can
present state equation in a more general form than (6.2).

For this end we introduce the notions of internal pressure !P in", including all type of
interactions between particles of matter and excluded molar volume !Vexc":

Vexc " 4
3 #)&N0 " V0

n2 " 1
n2     6.5

where )& is the acting polarizability of molecules in condensed matter !see section...";
N0 is Avogadro number, and V0 is molar volume.

The general state equation can be expressed in the following form:

P totVfr " !Pext ! P in"!V0 " Vexc" " Uef     6.6

where: Uef " Utot!1 ! V/Tkin
t " " Utot

2 /Tkin is the effective internal energy and:
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!1 ! V/Tkin" " Utot/Tkin " S"1

is the reciprocal value of the total structural factor !eq. 2. 46a of #1$"; P tot " Pext ! P in is total
pressure, Pext and P in are external and internal pressures; Vfr " V0 " Vexc " V0/n2 !see eq.5) is
a free molar volume; Utot " V ! Tkin is the total internal energy, V and Tkin are total potential and
kinetic energies of one mole of matter.

For the limit case of ideal gas, when P in " 0; Vexc " 0; and the potential energy V " 0, we
get from (6) the Clapeyrone - Mendeleyev equation (see 1):

PextV0 " Tkin " RT

One can use equation of state (6) for estimation of sum of all types of internal matter
interactions, which determines the internal pressure P in:

P in " Uef
Vfr

" Pext "
n2Utot

2

V0Tkin
" Pext     6.7

where: the molar free volume: Vfr " V0 " Vexc " V0/n2;
and the effective total energy: Uef " Utot

2 /Tkin " Utot/S.
For solids and most of liquids with a good approximation: P in # #Pext $ 1 atm. " 105Pa$.

Then from (6.7) we have:

P in - n2Utot
V0S " n2

V0
% Utot 1 ! V

Tkin
    6.8

where S " Tkin/Utot is a total structural factor; Tkin and V are total kinetic and potential energies,
respectively.

For example for 1 mole of water under standard conditions we obtain:
Vexc " 8.4cm3;Vfr " 9.6cm3; V0 " Vexc ! Vfr " 18cm3;
P in - 380000 atm. " 3.8 % 1010Pa (1 atm. "105Pa".
The parameters such as sound velocity, molar volume, and the positions of translational and

librational bands in oscillatory spectra that determine Uef !4.3" depend on external pressure and
temperature.

The results of computer calculations of P in !eq. 7" for ice and water are presented on Fig. 13
a,b.

Polarizability and, consequently, free volume !Vfr" and P in in (6.6) depend on energy of
external electromagnetic fields.

Fig. 13. (a) Theoretical temperature dependence of internal pressure !P in" in ice including the
point of [ice % water] phase transition; (b) Theoretical temperature dependence of internal
pressure !P in" in water. Computer calculations were performed using eq. (6.7).

The minima of P in!T" for ice at "1400 and "500C in accordance with eq.(9) correspond to
the most stable structure of this matter, related to temperature transition. In water some kind of
transition appears at 350C, near physiological temperature.
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There may exist conditions when the derivatives of internal pressure Pin are equal to zero:

!a" : (Pin
(Pext T

" 0 and !b" : (Pin
(T Pext

" 0     6.9

This condition corresponds to the minima of potential energy, i.e. to the most stable structure
of given matter. In a general case there may be a few metastable states when conditions (6.9) are
fulfilled.

Equation of state (6.7) may be useful for the study of mechanical properties of condensed
matter and their change under different influences.

6.3. Vapor pressure

When a liquid is incubated long enough in a closed vessel at constant temperature, then an
equilibrium between the liquid and vapor is attained.

At this moment, the number of molecules evaporated and condensed back to liquid is equal.
The same is true of the process of sublimation.

There is still no satisfactory quantitative theory for vapor pressure calculation.
We can suggest such a theory using our notion of superdeformons, representing the biggest

thermal fluctuations (see Table 1 and Introduction). The basic idea is that the external
equilibrium vapor pressure is related to internal one !P in

S " with coefficient determined by the
probability of cavitational fluctuations (superdeformons) in the surface layer of liquids or solids.

In other words due to excitation of superdeformons with probability !PDS ", the internal
pressure !P in

S " in surface layers, determined by the total contributions of all intramolecular
interactions turns to external one - vapor pressure !PV". It is something like a compressed spring
energy realization due to trigger switching off.

For taking into account the difference between the surface and bulk internal pressure !P in"
we introduce the semi-empirical surface pressure factor !qS" as:

P in
S " qSP in " qS n2Utot

V0S " Pext     6.24

where: Pin corresponds to eq. !6.7"; S " Tkin/Utot is a total structure factor.
The value of surface factor !qS" for liquid and solid states is not the same:

qliq
S $ qsol

S     6.25

Fig. 14. a) Theoretical !"" and experimental (% %) temperature dependences of vapor pressure
!Pvap" for ice (a) and water (b), including phase transition region. Computer calculations were
performed using eq. (6.26). The experimental data where taken from Handbook of Chem. & Phys.
67 ed., CRC press, 1986-1987.
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Multiplying (6.24) to probability of superdeformons excitation we obtain for vapor pressure,
resulting from evaporation or sublimation, the following formulae:

Pvap " P in
S PDS " qS n2Utot

2

V0Tkin
" Pext exp " ED

S

kT     6.26

where:

PDS " exp " ED
S

kT     6.27

is a probability of superdeformons excitation (see eqs. 3.37, 3.32 and 3.33 from Kaivarainen,
2001 ).

The difference in the surface and bulk internal pressure is determined mainly by difference in
total internal energy !Utot". Then a pressure surface factor from eq.(6.24) is:

qS " P in
S /Pin % !UtotS /Utot"2 " *2     6.27a

where: * " Utot
S /Utot is the surface energy factor, reflecting the ratio of surface and bulk total

energy.
Theoretical calculated temperature dependences of vapor pressure, described by (6.26)

coincide very well with experimental ones for water at qliq
S " 3.1 !*l " 1.76" and for ice at

qsol
S " 18 !*s " 4.24" !Fig. 14).

The almost five-times difference between qsol
S and qliq

S means that the surface properties of
ice differ from bulk ones much more than for liquid water.

The surface factors qliq
S and qsol

S should be considered as a fit parameters. The qS " *2

is the only one fit parameter that was used in our hierarchic mesoscopic theory. Its
calculation from the known vapor pressure or surface tension can give an important
information itself.

6.4. Surface tension

The resulting surface tension is introduced in our mesoscopic model as a sum:

+ " !+tr ! +lb"     6.28

where: +tr and +lb are translational and librational contributions to surface tension. Each of these
components can be expressed using our mesoscopic state equation (6.7), taking into account the
difference between surface and bulk total energies !qS", introduced in previous section:

+tr, " 1
1
- !Vlbef" tr,lb

2/3
qSPtot!PefVef" tr,lb " Ptot!PefVef" tr,lb

!Pef ! Pt" tr ! !Pef ! Pt" lb ! !Pcon ! PcMt"
    6.29

where !Vef" tr,lb are volumes of primary tr and lib effectons, related to their concentration !nef" tr,lb
as:

!Vef" tr,lb " !1/nef" tr,lb;

rtr,lb " 1
- !Vef" tr,lb

2/3

is an effective radius of the primary translational and librational effectons, localized on the
surface of condensed matter; qS is the surface factor, equal to that used in
eq.(6.24 -6.26); #P tot " P in ! Pext $ is a total pressure, corresponding to eq.(6.6); !Pef" tr,lb is a
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total probability of primary effecton excitations in the (a) and (b) states:

!Pef" tr " !Pefa ! Pefb " tr

!Pef" lb " !Pefa ! Pefb " lb

!Pt" tr and !Pt" lb in (29) are the probabilities of corresponding transiton excitation;
Pcon " Pac ! Pbc is the sum of probabilities of #a$ and #b$ convertons; PcMt " Pac Pbc is a

probability of Macroconvertons excitation (see Introduction).
The eq. (6.29) contains the ratio:

!Vef/Vef
2/3" tr,lb " ltr,lb     6.30

where: ltr " !1/nef" tr1/3 and llb " !1/nef" lib
1/3 are the length of the ribs of the primary translational

and librational effectons, approximated by cube.
Using (6.30) and (6.29) the resulting surface tension (6.28) can be presented as:

+ " +tr ! +lb " #
Ptot!qS " 1" % !Pef" trltr ! !Pef"llb

!Pef ! Pt" tr ! !Pef ! Pt" lb ! !Pcon ! PcMt"
    6.31

where translational component of surface tension is:

+tr " # Ptot!qs " 1"!Pef" trltr
!Pef ! Pt" tr ! !Pef ! Pt" lb ! !Pcon ! PcMt"

    6.32

and librational component of + is:

+lb " # Ptot!qS " 1"!Pef" lbllb
!Pef ! Pt" lb ! !Pef ! Pt" lb ! !Pcon ! PcMt"

    6.33

Under the boiling condition when qS ' 1 as a result of !Utot
S ' Utot", then +tr, +lb and+

tends to zero. The maximum depth of the surface layer, which determines the+lb is equal to the
length of edge of cube !llb", that approximates the shape of primary librational effectons. It
decreases from about 20 Å at 00C till about 2.5 Å at 1000C !see Fig. 4b). Monotonic decrease of
!llb"with temperature could be accompanied by nonmonotonic change of probabilities of [lb/tr]
convertons and macroconvertons excitations (see comments to Fig 4a ). Consequently, the
temperature dependence of surface tension on temperature can display anomalies at definite
temperatures. This consequence of our theory is confirmed experimentally (Adamson, 1982;
Drost-Hansen and Lin Singleton, 1992).

The thickness of layer !ltr", responsible for contribution of translational effectons in surface
tension !+tr" has the dimension of one molecule in all temperature interval for liquid water.

The results of computer calculations of + (eq.6.31) for water and experimental data are
presented at Fig.15.
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Fig. 15. Experimental !___" and theoretical (- - -) temperature dependences of the surface tension
for water, calculated from eq.(6.31). The experimental data where taken from Handbook of Chem.
& Phys., 67 ed., CRC press, 1986-1987.

It is obvious, that the correspondence between theory and experiment is very good,
confirming in such a way the correctness of our model and Hierarchic concept in general.

6.5. Mesoscopic theory of thermal conductivity

Thermal conductivity may be related to phonons, photons, free electrons, holes and
[electron-hole] pairs movement. We will discuss here only the main type of thermal conductivity
in condensed matter, related to phonons.

The analogy with the known formula for thermal conductivity (() in the framework of the
kinetic theory for gas is used:

( " 1
3 Cvvs.     6.34

where Cv is the heat capacity of condensed matter, vs is sound velocity, characterizing the speed
of phonon propagation in matter, and . is the average length of free run of phonons.

The value of . depends on the scattering and dissipation of phonons at other phonons and
different types of defects. Usually decreasing temperature increases ..

Different factors influencing a thermal equilibrium in the system of phonons are discussed.
Among them are the so called U- and N- processes describing the types of phonon-phonon
interaction. However, the traditional theories are unable to calculate . directly.

Mesoscopic theory introduce two contributions to thermal conductivity: related to phonons,
irradiated by secondary effectons and forming secondary translational and librational deformons
((sd)tr,lb and to phonons, irradiated by a and b convertons #tr/lb$, forming the convertons-induced
deformons !(cd"ac.bc:

( " !(sd" tr,lb ! !(cd"ac.bc " 1
3 Cvvs#!.sd" tr,lb ! !.cd"ac,bc$     6.35

where: free runs of secondary phonons (tr and lb) are represented as:

1/!.sd" tr,lb " 1/!.tr" ! 1/!.lb" " !" d" tr/vs ! !" d" lb/vs

consequently:

1/!.sd" tr,lb " vs
!" d" tr ! !" d" lb

    6.36
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and free runs of convertons-induced phonons:

1/!.cd"ac,bc " 1/!.ac" ! 1/!.bc" " !"ac"/vs ! !"bc"/vs

consequently: !.sd" tr,lb " vs
!/d" tr ! !/d" lb

    6.37

The heat capacity: CV " (Utot/(T can be calculated also from our theory.

Fig. 16. Temperature dependences of total thermal conductivity for water and contributions,
related to acoustic deformons and #lb/tr$convertons. The theoretical dependences were calculated,
using eq. (37).
The experimental data were taken from Handbook of Chem. & Phys., 67 ed., CRC press,
1986-1987.

Quantitative calculations show that formula (6.35), based on our mesoscopic model, works
well for water (Fig. 16). It could be used for any other condensed matter also if positions of
translational and librational bands, sound velocity and molar volume for this matter at the same
temperature interval are known.

The small difference between experimental and theoretical data can reflect the contributions
of non-phonon process in thermal conductivity, related to macrodeformons, superdeformons and
macroconvertons, i.e. big fluctuations.

6.6. Mesoscopic theory of viscosity for liquids and solids

The viscosity is determined by the energy dissipation as a result of medium (liquid or solid)
structure deformation. Viscosity corresponding to the shift deformation is named shear viscosity.
So- called bulk viscosity is related to deformation of volume parameters and corresponding
dissipation. These types of viscosity have not the same values and nature.

The statistical theory of irreversible process leads to the following expression for shear
viscosity (Prochorov, 1988):

, " nkT$p ! !%+ " nkT"$q     6.38

where [n] is the concentration of particles, %+ is the modulus of instant shift characterizing the
instant elastic reaction of medium, $p and $q are the relaxation times of impulses and
coordinates, respectively.
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However, eq.(38) is inconvenient for practical purposes due to difficulties in determination of
$p,$q and %+.

Sometimes in a narrow temperature interval the empirical Ondrade equation is working:

, " A!T" % exp!-/T"     6.39

A(T) is a function poorly dependent on temperature.
We present here our hierarchic/mesoscopic theory of viscosity. To this end the dissipation

processes, related to (A ) B" tr.lb cycles of translational and librational macroeffectons and
(a,b)-convertons excitations were used. The same approach was employed for elaboration of
mesoscopic theory of diffusion in condensed matter (see next section).

In contrast to liquid state, the viscosity of solids is determined by the biggest fluctuations:
supereffectons and superdeformons, resulting from simultaneous excitations of translational
and librational macroeffectons and macrodeformons in the same volume.

The dissipation phenomena and ability of particles or molecules to diffusion are related to the
local fluctuations of the free volume !+vf" tr,lb. According to mesoscopic theory, the fluctuations
of free volume and that of density occur in the almost macroscopic volumes of translational and
librational macrodeformons and in mesoscopic volumes of macroconvertons, equal to volume
of primary librational effecton at the given conditions. Translational and librational types of
macroeffectons determine two types of viscosity, i.e. translational !,tr" and librational !,lb" ones.
They can be attributed to the bulk viscosity. The contribution to viscosity, determined by (a and
b)- convertons is much more local and may be responsible for microviscosity and mesoviscosity.

Let us start from calculation of the additional free volumes !+vf" originating from
fluctuations of density, accompanied the translational and librational macrodeformons
(macrotransitons).

For 1 mole of condensed matter the following ratio between free volume and concentration
fluctuations is true:

+vf
vf tr,lb

" +N0
N0 tr,lb

    6.40

where N0 is the average number of molecules in 1 mole of matter

and !+N0" tr,lb " N0
PD

M

Z tr,lb
    6.41

is the number of molecules changing their concentration as a result of translational and
librational macrodeformons excitation.

The probability of translational and librational macroeffectons excitation (see eqs. 3.23;
3.24):

PD
M

Z tr,lb
" 1

Z exp " 0D
M

kT tr,lb
    6.42

where Z is the total partition function of the system.
Putting (6.41) to (6.40) and dividing to Avogadro number !N0", we obtain the fluctuating free

volume, reduced to 1 molecule of matter:

+vf0 " +vf
N0

" vf
N0

PD
M

Z tr,lb
    6.43

It has been shown above (eq.6.19) that the average value of free volume in 1 mole of matter is:

vf " V0/n2

Consequently, for reduced fluctuating (additional) volume we have:
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!+vf0" tr,lb " V0
N0n2

1
Z exp " 0D

M

kT tr,lb
    6.44

Taking into account the dimensions of viscosity and its physical sense, it should be
proportional to the work (activation energy) of fluctuation-dissipation, necessary for creating the
unit of additional free volume: !EDM/+vf0", and the period of (A ) B" tr.lb cycles of translational
and librational macroeffectons $A)B, determined by the life-times of all intermediate states
(eq.46).

In turn, the energy of dissipation should be strongly dependent on the structural factor
(S): the ratio of kinetic energy of matter to its total internal energy. We postulate here that
this dependence for viscosity is cubical: !Tk/Utot"3 " S3.

Consequently, the contributions of translational and librational macrodeformons to resulting
viscosity we present in the following way:

,tr,lbM " ED
M

+vf
0 $M Tk

Utot

3

tr,lb
    6.45

where: reduced fluctuating volume !+vf0" corresponds to (44); the energy of
macrodeformons: #EDM " "kT !lnPDM"$tr,lb.

The cycle-periods of the tr and lib macroeffectons has been introduced as:

#$M " $A ! $B ! $D $tr,lb     6.46

where: characteristic life-times of macroeffectons in A, B-states and that of transition state in the
volume of primary electromagnetic deformons can be presented, correspondingly, as follows:

$A " !$a $ a "1/2
tr,lb and $A " !$a $ a "1/2

tr,lb     6.47

$D " |!1/$A" " !1/$B"|"1
tr,lb

Using (6.47, 6.46 and 6.44) it is possible to calculate the contributions of !A ) B" cycles of
translational and librational macroeffectons to viscosity separately, using (6.45).

The averaged contribution of Macroexcitations (tr and lb) in viscosity is:

,M " !," trM !," lbM
1/2

    6.48

The contribution of a and b convertons to viscosity of liquids could be presented in a similar
to (6.44-6.48) manner after substituting the parameters of tr and lb macroeffectons with
parameters of a and b convertons:

,ac,bc "
Ec

+vf
0 $c

Tk
Utot

3

ac,bc
    6.49

where: reduced fluctuating volume of (a and b) convertons !+vf0"ac,bc corresponds to:

!+vf0"ac,bc "
V0

N0n2
1
Z Pac,bc     6.50

where: Pac and Pbc are the relative probabilities of tr/lib interconversions between a and b
states of translational and librational primary effectons (see Introduction"; Eac and Ebc are the
excitation energies of (a and b) convertons correspondingly (see section 4 );

Characteristic life-times for ac-convertons and bc-convertons #tr/lb$ in the volume of primary
librational effectons (”flickering clusters”) could be presented as:
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$ac " !$a" tr ! !$a" lb " !1/"a" tr ! !1/"a" lb
$bc " !$b" tr ! !$b" lb " !1/"b" tr ! !1/"b" lb

    6.51

The averaged contribution of the both types of convertons in viscosity is:

,c " !,ac ,bc"1/2     6.52

This contribution could be responsible for microviscosity or better term: mesoviscosity, related
to volumes, equal to that of primary librational effectons.

The resulting viscosity (Fig.18) is a sum of the averaged contributions of macrodeformons
and convertons:

, " ,M ! ,c     6.53

Fig. 17. Theoretical and experimental temperature dependences of water viscosity. Computer
calculations were performed using eqs. (6.44 - 6.53) and (4.3; 4.36). The experimental data where
taken from Handbook of Chem. & Phys. 67 ed., CRC press, 1986-1987.

The best correlation between theoretical and experimental data was achieved after assuming
that only (#/2 " 2#/4" part of the period of above described fluctuation cycles is important for
dissipation and viscosity. Introducing this factor to equations for viscosity calculations gives up
very good correspondence between theory and experiment in all temperature interval (0-1000C)
for water (Fig.17).

As will be shown below the same factor, introducing the effective time of fluctuations [ $
#/2 ],

leads to best results for self-diffusion coefficient calculation.
In the classical hydrodynamic theory the sound absorption coefficient ()) obtained by Stokes

includes share !," and bulk !,b" averaged microviscosity:

) " 1
22vs

3
4
3 , ! ,b ,     6.54

where 1 is the angular frequency of sound waves; . is the density of liquid.
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Bulk viscosity (,b) is usually calculated from the experimental , and ). It is known that for
water:

!,b/," $ 3.

The viscosity of solids

In accordance with our model, the biggest fluctuations: supereffectons and superdeformons
(see Introduction) are responsible for viscosity and diffusion phenomena in solid state.
Superdeformons are accompanied by the emergency of cavitational fluctuations in liquids and
the defects in solids. The presentation of viscosity formula in solids !,s" is similar to that for
liquids:

,S " ES

!+vf
0"S

$S
Tk
Utot

3
    6.55

where: reduced fluctuating volume, related to superdeformons excitation !+vf0"s is:

!+vf0"S " V0
N0n2

1
Z PS     6.56

where: Ps " !PDM" tr !PDM" lb is the relative probability of superdeformons, equal to product of
probabilities of tr and lb macrodeformons excitation; Es " "kT lnPs is the energy of
superdeformons (see Chapter 4);

Characteristic cycle-period of !A& ) B&" transition of supereffectons is related to its
life-times in A&, B&and transition D& states (see eq.6.46) as was shown

$S " $A& ! $B& ! $D&     6.56a

The viscosity of ice, calculated from eq.(6.55) is bigger than that of water (eq.6.53) to about 105

times. This result is in accordance with available experimental data.

6.7. Self-diffusion in liquids and solids

Molecular theory of self-diffusion, as well as general concept of transfer phenomena in
condensed matter is extremely important, but still unresolved problem.

Simple semi-empirical approach developed by Frenkel leads to following expression for
diffusion coefficient in liquid and solid:

D " a2
*0

exp!"W/kT"     6.61

where [a] is the distance of fluctuation jump; $0 $ !10"12 3 10"13" s is the average period of
molecule oscillations between jumps; W - activation energy of jump.

The parameters: a, $0 and W should be considered as a fit parameters.
In accordance with mesoscopic theory, the process of self-diffusion in liquids, like that of

viscosity, described above, is determined by two contributions:
a) the collective, nonlocal contribution, related to translational and librational

macrodeformons !Dtr,lb";
b) the local contribution, related to coherent clusters flickering: [dissociation/association] of

primary librational effectons (a and b)- convertons !Dac,bc".

Each component of the resulting coefficient of self-diffusion (D) in liquid could be presented
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as the ratio of fluctuation volume cross-section surface: #+vf0$2/3 to the period of macrofluctuation
!$". The first contribution to coefficient D, produced by translational and librational
macrodeformons is:

Dtr,lb " !+vf0"
2/3 1

*M tr,lb
    6.62

where: the surface cross-sections of reduced fluctuating free volumes (see eq.43) fluctuations
in composition of macrodeformons (tr and lb) are:

!+vf0" tr,lb
2/3 " V0

N0n2
1
Z exp " 0D

M

kT tr,lb

2/3

    6.63

($M)tr,lb are the characteristic !A % B" cycle-periods of translational and librational
macroeffectons (see eqs. 6.46 and 6.47).

The averaged component of self-diffusion coefficient, which takes into account both types of
nonlocal fluctuations, related to translational and librational macroeffectons and
macrodeformons, can be find as:

DM " #!D" trM !D" lbM$1/2     6.64

The formulae for the second, local contribution to self-diffusion in liquids, related to (a
and b) convertons !Dac,bc" are symmetrical by form to that, presented above for nonlocal
processes:

Dac,bc " !+vf0"2/3 1
*S ac,bc

    6.65

where: reduced fluctuating free volume of (a and b) convertons !+vf0"ac,bc is the same as was
used above in mesoscopic theory of viscosity (eq.6.50):

!+vf0"ac,bc "
V0

N0n2
1
Z Pac,bc     6.66

where: Pac and Pbc are the relative probabilities of tr/lib interconversions between a and b
states of translational and librational primary effectons (see Introduction and section 4)

The averaged local component of self-diffusion coefficient, which takes into account both
types of convertons (ac and bc) is:

DC " #!D"ac !D"bc$1/2     6.67

In similar way we should take into account the contribution of macroconvertons !DMc":

DMc " V0
N0n2

1
Z PMc

2/3
1
$Mc     6.67a

where: PMc " Pac % Pbc is a probability of macroconvertons excitation;
the life-time of macroconvertons is:

$Mc " !$ac $bc"1/2     6.67b

The cycle-period of !ac" and !bc" convertons are determined by the sum of life-times of
intermediate states of primary translational and librational effectons:

$ac " !$a" tr ! !$a" lb; and $bc " !$b" tr ! !$b" lb     6.67c

The life-times of primary and secondary effectons (lb and tr) in a- and b-states are the
reciprocal values of corresponding state frequencies:
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[$a " 1/"a; $ a " 1/" a ; and $b " 1/"b; $ b " 1/" b ]tr,lb     6.67d

["a and "b]tr,lb correspond to eqs. 4.8 and 4.9; [" a and " b ]tr,lb could be calculated using eqs.2.54
and 2.55 from (Kaivarainen, 2001).

The resulting coefficient of self-diffusion in liquids (D) is a sum of nonlocal !DM" and local
!Dc, DMc" effects contributions (see eqs.6.64 and 6.67):

D " DM ! Dc ! DMc     6.68

The effective fluctuation-times were taken the same as in previous section for viscosity
calculation, using the correction factor [(#/2"$$.

Fig. 18. Theoretical and experimental temperature dependences of self-diffusion coefficients in
water. Theoretical coefficient was calculated using eq. 6.68. The experimental data where taken
from Handbook of Chem. & Phys. 77 ed., CRC press, 1996-1997.

Like in the cases of thermal conductivity, viscosity and vapor pressure, the results of
theoretical calculations of self-diffusion coefficient coincide well with experimental data for
water (Fig. 18) in temperature interval !0 " 1000C".

The self-diffusion in solids

In solid state only the biggest fluctuations: superdeformons, representing simultaneous
excitation of translational and librational macrodeformons in the same volumes of matter are
responsible for diffusion and the viscosity phenomena. They are related to origination and
migration of the defects in solids. The formal presentation of superdeformons contribution to
self-diffusion in solids !Ds" is similar to that of macrodeformons for liquids:

DS " !+vf0"S
2/3 1

*S
    6.69

where: reduced fluctuating free volume in composition of superdeformons !+vf0"S is the same
as was used above in mesoscopic theory of viscosity (eq.6.56):

!+vf0"S " V0
N0n2

1
Z PS     6.70

where: PS " !PDM" tr !PDM" lb is the relative probability of superdeformons, equal to product of
probabilities of tr and lb macrodeformons excitation (see 6.42).

Characteristic cycle-period of supereffectons is related to that of tr and lb macroeffectons
like it was presented in eq.(6.56a):
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$s " $A& ! $B& ! $D&     6.71

The self-diffusion coefficient for ice, calculated from eq.6.69 is less than that of water
(eq.6.53) to about 105 times. This result is in accordance with available experimental data.

Strong decreasing of D in a course of phase transition: [water ' ice] predicted by our
mesoscopic theory also is in accordance with experiment (Fig. 19).

Fig. 19. Theoretical temperature dependences of self-diffusion coefficients in ice

All these results allow to consider our hierarchic theory of transfer phenomena as a
quantitatively confirmed one. They point that the ”mesoscopic bridge” between Micro- and
Macro Worlds is wide and reliable indeed. It gives a new possibilities for understanding and
detailed description of very different phenomena in solids and liquids.

7. Osmose and solvent activity.
Traditional and mesoscopic approach

It was shown by Van’t Hoff in 1887 that osmotic pressure !4" in the dilute concentration of
solute (c) follows a simple expression:

4 " RTc     7.1

This formula can be obtained from an equilibrium condition between a solvent and an ideal
solution after saturation of diffusion process of the solvent through a semipermeable membrane:

%1
0!P" " %1!P ! 4,Xi"

where %1
0 and %1 are the chemical potentials of a pure solvent and a solvent in solution; P -

external pressure; 4 - osmotic pressure; X1 is the solvent fraction in solution.
The explanation following from Van’t Hoff equation (7.7) and pointing that osmotic pressure

is equal to that induced by solute molecules, if they are considered as an ideal gas in the same
volume at a given temperature is not satisfactory.

The osmoses phenomenon can be explained quantitatively on the basis of our theory
and state equation (see 6.6 and 6.7). To this end, we have to introduce the rules of
conservation of the main internal parameters of solvent in the presence of guest (solute)
molecules or particles:
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1. Internal pressure of solvent: P in " const
2. The total energy of solvent: Utot " const

    7.11

This conservation rules can be considered as the consequence of Le Chatelier principle.
Using (6.6), we have for the pure solvent and the solvent perturbed by a solute the following

two equations, respectively:

P in " Utot

Vfr
0 1 ! V

Tk
" Pext     7.12

P in
1 " Utot

1

Vfr
1 1 ! V1

Tk
1 " Pext

1 ,     7.13

where:

Vfr0 " V0
n2 and Vfr1 " V0

n1
2     7.14

are the free volumes of pure solvent and solvent in presence of solute (guest) molecules as a ratio
of molar volume of solvent to correspondent value of refraction index.

The equilibrium conditions after osmotic process saturation, leading from our conservation
rules (7.11) are

Pin " P in when Pext " Pext ! 4

Utot " V ! Tk " V1 ! Tk1 " Utot
1

    7.15
    7.16

From (7.16) we have:

Dif " Tk " Tk1 " V1 " V     7.17

The index !1" denote perturbed solvent parameters.
Comparing (7.12) and (7.13) and taking into account (7.14 - 7.16), we obtain a new formula

for osmotic pressure:

4 " n2

V0
Utot

n1
2Tk " n2Tk

1

TkTk
1     7.18

where: n, V0, Utot and Tk are the refraction index, molar volume, total energy and total
kinetic energy of a pure solvent, respectively; Tk& and n1 are the total kinetic energy and
refraction index of the solvent in the presence of guest (solute) molecules; Tk and Tk& can be
calculated from our theory (eq.4.36).

For the case of dilute solutions, when TkTk1 - Tk2 and n - n1, the eq.(7.18) can be
simplified:

4 " n2

V0

Utot
Tk

2
!Tk " Tk1"     7.19

or using (7.17):

4 " n2

V0

Utot
Tk

2
!V1 " V"     7.20

The ratio:

S " Tk/Utot     7.21
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is generally known as a structural factor.
We can see from (7.19) and (7.20) that osmotic pressure is proportional to the difference

between total kinetic energy of a free solvent !Tk" and that of the solvent perturbed by guest
molecules:

+Tk " Tk " Tk1

or related difference between the total potential energy of perturbed and pure solvent:
+V " V1 " V where: +Tk " +V . Dif.
It is obvious, the application of Hierarchic theory to solvent activity evaluation might be

of practical importance for different processes in chemical and colloid technology.

8. PHENOMENA IN WATER AND AQUEOUS SYSTEMS,
INDUCED BY MAGNETIC FIELD

In the works of (Semikhina and Kiselev, 1988, Kiselev et al., 1988, Berezin et al., 1988) the
influence of the weak magnetic field was revealed on the dielectric losses, the changes of
dissociation constant, density, refraction index, light scattering and electroconductivity, the
coefficient of heat transition, the depth of super-cooling for distilled water and for ice also. This
field used as a modulator a geomagnetic action.

The absorption and the fluorescence of the dye (rhodamine 6G) and protein in solutions also
changed under the action of weak fields on water. The latter circumstance reflects feedback links
in the guest-host, or solute -solvent system.

The influence of constant and variable magnetic fields on water and ice in the frequency
range 104 " 108Hz was studied. The maximum sensitivity to field action was observed at the
frequency "max " 105Hz. In accordance with our calculations, this frequency corresponds to
frequency of superdeformons excitations in water (see Fig..12.d).

A few of physical parameters changed after the long (nearly 6 hour) influence of the variable
fields (H& ), modulating the geomagnetic field of the tension #H " Hgeo$ with the frequency (f) in
the range of !1 " 10" % 102Hz !Semikhina and Kiselev, 1988, Kiselev et al., 1988):

H " Hcos 2#ft     8.1

In the range of modulating magnetic field (H) tension from 0.08 A/m to 212A/m the eight
maxima of dielectric losses tangent in the above mentioned (f) range were observed.
Dissociation constant decreases more than other parameters (by 6 times) after the incubation of
ice and water in magnetic field. The relaxation time (”memory”) of the changes, induced in water
by fields was in the interval from 0.5 to 8 hours.

The authors interpret the experimental data obtained as the influence of magnetic field on the
probability of proton transfer along the net of hydrogen bonds in water and ice, which lead to the
deformation of this net.

The equilibrium constant for the reaction of dissociation:

H2O % OH" ! H!     8.2

in ice is less by almost six orders !% 106" than that for water. On the other hand the values of the
field- induced effects in ice are several times more than in water, and the time for reaching them
in ice is less. So, the above interpretation is doubtful.

In the framework of our concept all the aforementioned phenomena could be explained
by the shift of the !a % b" equilibrium of primary translational and librational effectons to
the left. In turn, this shift stimulates polyeffectons or coherent superclusters growth, under the
influence of magnetic fields. Therefore, parameters such as the refraction index, dielectric
permeability and light scattering have to enhance in-phase, while the H2O dissociation constant
depending on the probability of superdeformons must decrease. The latter correlate with declined
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electric conductance.
As far, the magnetic moments of molecules within the coherent superclusters or

polyeffectons formed by primary librational effectons are additive parameters, then the
values of changes induced by magnetic field must be proportional to polyeffectons sizes.
These sizes are markedly higher in ice than in water and decrease with increasing
temperature.

Inasmuch the effectons and polyeffectons interact with each other by means of phonons (i.e.
the subsystem of secondary deformons), and the velocity of phonons is higher in ice than in
water, then the saturation of all concomitant effects and achievement of new equilibrium state in
ice is faster than in water.

The frequencies of geomagnetic field modulation, at which changes in the properties of water
and ice have maxima can correspond to the eigen-frequencies of the #a % b$ equilibrium
constant of primary effectons oscillations, determined by [assembly % disassembly] equilibrium
oscillations for coherent super clusters or polyeffectons.

The presence of dissolved molecules (ions, proteins) in water or ice can influence on the
initial #a % b$ equilibrium dimensions of polyeffectons and,consequently the interaction of
solution with outer field.

Narrowing of 1H-NMR lines in a salt-containing water and calcium bicarbonate solution was
observed after magnetic field action. This indicates that the degree of ion hydration is decreased
by magnetic treatment. On the other hand, the width of the resonance line in distilled water
remains unchanged after 30 minute treatment in the field !135 kA/m" at water flow rate of
60cm/s !Klassen, 1982).

The hydration of diamagnetic ions !Li!, Mg2!, Ca2!" decreases, while the hydration of
paramagnetic ions !Fe3!, Ni2!, Cu2!" increases. It leads from corresponding changes in
ultrasound velocity in ion solutions (Duhanin and Kluchnikov, 1975).

There are numerous data which pointing to an increase the coagulation of different particles
and their sedimentation velocity after magnetic field treatment. These phenomena provide a
reducing the scale formation in heating systems, widely used in practice. Crystallization and
polymerization also increase in magnetic field. It points to decrease of water activity.

Increasing of refraction index (n) of water and its dielectric permeability !! % n2" with
in-phase enhancement of liquid viscosity (Minenko, 1981) are in total accordance with our
hierarchic viscosity theory.

It follows from our mesoscopic model that the increase of !n" is related to the increase of
molecular polarizability !)" due to the shift of !a % b" tr,lb equilibrium of primary effectons
leftward under the action of magnetic field. On the other hand, distant Van der Waals
interactions and consequently dimensions of primary effectons depend on ). This explains the
elevation of surface tension of liquids after magnetic treatment.

The leftward shift of !a % b" tr,lb equilibrium of primary effectons must lead to decreasing of
water activity due to (n2" increasing and structural factor (T/Utot) decreasing its structure
ordering. Corresponding changes in the vapor pressure, freezing, and boiling points, coagulation,
polymerization and crystallization are the consequences of this shift and water activity
decreasing.

It follows from our theory that any changes in condensed matter properties must be
accompanied by change of such parameters as:

1) density;
2) sound velocity;
3) positions of translational and librational bands in oscillatory spectra;
4) refraction index.

Using our equations and elaborated computer program: Comprehensive Analyzer of Matter
Properties (CAMP), it is possible to obtain from these changes very detailed information about
even small perturbations of matter on meso- and macroscopic levels.
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Available experimental data indicate that all of above mentioned 4 experimental parameters
of water have been changed indeed after magnetic treatment. Minenko (1981) has shown that
bidistilled water density increases by about 0.02% after magnetic treatment !540 kA/m, flow rate
80 cm/s". Sound velocity in distilled water increases to 0.1% after treatment under conditions:
160 kA/m and flow rate 60 cm/sec

The positions of the translational and librational bands of water were also changed after
magnetic treatment in 415kA/m !Klassen, 1982).

8.1. Coherent radio-frequency oscillations in water, revealed by C. Smith
It was shown experimentally by Smith (1994) that the water display a coherent properties in

macroscopic scale and memory. He shows that water is capable of retaining the frequency of an
alternating magnetic field. For a tube of water placed inside a solenoid coil, the threshold for the
alternating magnetic field, potentiating electromagnetic frequencies into water, is 7.6 %T (rms).
He comes to conclusion that the frequency information is carried on the magnetic vector
potential.

He revealed also that in a course of yeast cells culture synchronously dividing, the
radio-frequency emission around 1 MHz (106 1/s", 7-9 MHz (7-95106 1/s" and 50-80 MHz
(5-951071/s" with very narrow bandwidth (~50 Hz) might be observed for a few minutes.

These frequencies could correspond to frequencies of different water collective excitations,
introduced in our Hierarchic theory, like [lb/tr] macroconvertons, the [a ) b$lb transitons, etc.
(see Fig. 12), taking into account the deviation of water properties in the colloid and biological
systems as respect to pure one.

Cyril Smith has proposed that the increasing of coherence radius in water could be a
consequence of coherent water clusters association due to Josephson effect (Josephson, 1965):
tunneling of molecules between clusters. As far primary librational effectons are resulted from
partial Bose-condensation of molecules, this idea looks quite acceptable in the framework of our
Hierarchic theory.

The coherent macroscopic oscillations in tube with water, revealed by C. Smith could be
induced by coherent electromagnetic radiation of microtubules of cells, produced by correlated
intra-MTs water excitations in accordance with our Hierarchic model of consciousness (see:
Kaivarainen, 1998, 2000).

The biological effects of magnetically treated water can have very important applications.
For example, hemolysis of erythrocytes is more vigorous in magnetically pretreated physiological
solutions (Trincher, 1967). Microwave radiation induces the same effect (Il’ina et al., 1979). But
after boiling such effects in the treated solutions have been disappeared. It is shown that
magnetic treatment of water strongly stimulates the growth of corn and plants (Klassen, 1982).

Now it is obvious that a systematic research program is needed to understand the physical
background of multilateral effects of magnetized water.

8.2. Influence of weak magnetic field on the properties of solid bodies

It has been established that as a result of magnetic field action on solids with interaction
energy !%BH" much less than kT, many properties of matter such as hardness, parameters of
crystal cells and others change significantly.

The short-time action of magnetic field on silicon semiconductors is followed by a very long
(many days) relaxation process. The action of magnetic field was in the form of about 10
impulses with a length of 0.2 ms and an amplitude of about 105A/m. The most interesting fact
was that this relaxation had an oscillatory character with periods of about several days
(Maslovsky and Postnikov, 1989).
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Such a type of long period oscillation effects has been found in magnetic and nonmagnetic
materials.

This points to the general nature of the macroscopic oscillation phenomena in solids and
liquids.

The period of oscillations in solids is much longer than in liquids. This may be due to
stronger deviations of the energy of (a) and (b) states of primary effectons and polyeffectons
from thermal equilibrium and much lesser probabilities of transiton and deformon excitation.
Consequently, the relaxation time of !a % b" tr,lb equilibrium shift in solids is much longer than
in liquids. The oscillations originate due to instability of dynamic equilibrium between the
subsystems of effectons and deformons.

8.3. Possible mechanism of perturbations of nonmagnetic materials under magnetic
treatment

We shall try to discuss the interaction of magnetic field with diamagnetic matter like water as
an example. The magnetic susceptibility (/) of water is a sum of two opposite contributions
(Eisenberg and Kauzmann, 1969):

1) average negative diamagnetic part, induced by external magnetic field:

/( d " 1
2 !/xx ! /yy ! /zz" - "14.6!61.9" % 10"6     8.3

2) positive paramagnetism related to the polarization of water molecule due to asymmetry of
electron density distribution, existing without external magnetic field. Paramagnetic
susceptibility !/p" of H2O is a tensor with the following components:

/xxp " 2.46 % 10"6; /yyp " 0.77 % 10"6; /zzp " 1.42 % 10"6     8.4

The resulting susceptibility:

/H2 " /( d ! /( p - "13 % 10"6     8.5

The second contribution in the magnetic susceptibility of water is about 10 times lesser than the
first one. But the first contribution to the magnetic moment of water depends on external
magnetic field and must disappear when it is switched out in contrast to second one.

The coherent primary librational effectons of water even in liquid state contain about 100
molecules #!nMef " lb % 100$ at room temperature (Fig.4a ). In ice (nMef " lb * 104. In (a)-state the
vibrations of all these molecules are synchronized in the same phase, and in (b)-state - in
counterphase. Correlation of H2O forming effectons means that the energies of interaction of
water molecules with external magnetic field are additive:

'ef " nMef % %pH     8.6

In such a case this total energy of effecton interaction with field may exceed thermal energy:

'ef # kT     8.7

In the case of polyeffectons formation this inequality becomes much stronger.
It follows from our model that interaction of magnetic field with (a)-state of the effectons

must be stronger than that with (b)-state due to the additivity of the magnetic moments of
coherent molecules:

'aef # 'bef     8.8
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Consequently, magnetic field shifts !a % b" tr,lb equilibrium of the effectons leftward. At the
same time it minimizes the potential energy of matter, because potential energy of (a)-state !Va"
is lesser than !Vb":

Va $ Vb and Ea $ Eb,     8.9

where Ea " Va ! Tkin
a ; Eb " Vb ! Tkin

b are total energies of the effectons.

We keep in mind that the kinetic energies of (a) and (b)-states are equal:
Tkin
a " Tkin

b " p2/2m.
These energies decreases with increasing of the effectons dimensions, determined by the

most probable impulses in selected directions:

!1,2,3 " h/p1,2,3     8.10

The energy of interaction of magnetic field with deformons as a transition state of effectons must
be even less than 'bef due to lesser order of molecules in this state and reciprocal compensation of
their magnetic moments:

'd $ 'bef , 'aef     8.11

This important inequality means that as a result of external magnetic field action the shift of
!a % b" tr,lb leftward is reinforced by leftward shift of equilibrium [effectons ) deformons]
subsystems of matter.

If water is flowing in a tube it increases the relative orientations of all effectons in volume
and stimulate the coherent superclusters formation. All the above discussed effects must increase.
Similar ordering phenomena happen in a rotating tube with liquid.

After switching off the external magnetic field the relaxation of induced ferromagnetism in
water begins. It may be accompanied by the oscillatory behavior of !a % b" tr,lb equilibrium. All
the experimental effects discussed above can be explained as a consequence of orchestrated in
volume !a % b" equilibrium oscillations.

Remnant ferromagnetism in water was experimentally established using a SQUID
superconducting magnetometer by Kaivarainen et al. in 1992 at Physical department of
University of Turku (unpublished data).

In these experiments water was treated in constant magnetic field 50G for two hours. Then
it was frozen and after switching off external magnetic field the remnant ferromagnetism was
registered at helium temperature. Even at this low temperature the slow relaxation of
ferromagnetic signal amplitude was revealed. These results point to the correctness of the
proposed mechanism of magnetic field - water interaction and perturbation. In the future this
mechanism can be developed to quantitative level.

9. NEW OPTOACOUSTIC DEVICE, BASED ON HIERARCHIC THEORY:
Comprehensive Analyzer of Matter Properties (CAMP)

[see: www.karelia.ru/~alexk ]

The set of formulae obtained in our theory allows to calculate about 300 physical parameters
of any condensed matter (liquid or solid). Most of them are hidden, i.e. inaccessible for direct
experimental measurements.

Simulations evaluation of these parameters can be done using our computer program: CAMP
(copyright 1997, Kaivarainen) and the following experimental methods:

1. Far-middle FT-IR or FT-Raman spectroscopy for determination the positions of
translational or librational bands: (30-2500) cm-1;

2. Sound velocimetry;
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3. Densitometry;
4. Refractometry.
Corresponding data may be obtained at the same temperature and pressure from the SAME

SAMPLE (liquid or solid), located in more than one cell and from the same cell for study of
nonequilibrium dynamics or kinetic processes.

This leads to idea of new optoacoustic device: Comprehensive Analyzer of Matter Properties
(CAMP), which may provide a huge amount of data of any condensed system under study.

The most complicated and expensive component of CAMP is FT-IR or FT-Raman
spectrometer or even better their combination for registration of spectra in far and middle region.

The most sensitive parameter is sound velocity.

One of possible CAMP configuration should include special attachment to FT-IR
spectrometer (Harrick Scientific Co.), making it possible registration of reflection spectra in
far/middle IR region and the refraction index dispersion. Such approach allows to study the
properties of samples with strong IR absorption (i.e. aqueous systems) and non transparent
mediums. For the other hand, the equipment, provided by Anton-Paar Co., makes it possible a
simultaneous measurement of sound velocity and density.

The unified system of modified FT-IR and/or Raman spectrometer, densitometer, sound
velocimeter, refractometer, measuring the same sample at similar conditions is necessary to
design. Simulation of corresponding parameters, using the interface of such system with
personal computer will provide CAMP function.

The another configuration of CAMP may include the FT-Brillouin light scattering
spectrometer, based on Fabry-Perrot interferometer. It makes possible simultaneous measurement
of hypersound velocity (from the Doppler shift of side bands of Brillouin spectra) and positions
of intermolecular bands [tr and lb] from the Stokes/antiStokes satellite components on the central
peak of Brillouin spectra. This means combination of possibilities of Brillouin and Raman
spectrometers.

CAMP may allow monitoring of perturbation of very different physical properties of
condensed matter under the influence of solute molecules and external electromagnetic or
acoustic fields.

9.1. Possible Applications for Comprehensive
Analyzer of Matter Properties (CAMP)

Applications to aqueous systems
1. Monitoring of drinking water and water based beverage (nonalcoholic and

alcohol-containing) physical properties, related to taste and biological activity. Modulation of
taste by magnetic field, inorganic ions and vitamins;

2. In pharmaceutical technology - for monitoring of water perturbations, induced by vitamins
and drugs at low physiologic concentrations. Correlation of water structure perturbations,
induced by vitamins and drugs with biological activity of their aqueous solutions. Such test as the
rate of biocells and microbes colony growth may be used for this goal. Regulation of
drug-induced effects by electromagnetic and/or acoustic fields;

3. In petrol industry - finding the key physical parameters of benzine, responsible for it
octane number.

Searching the ways of cheap treatment of benzine by physical fields or chemicals in low
concentrations, increasing the benzine effectiveness;

4. In paper technology - for study of primary colloid systems, containing paper ingredients.
Monitoring of influence of electromagnetic and acoustic fields on physical parameters of the bulk
and hydrated water, necessary for regulation of [coagulation - peptization] equilibrium of
colloids, increasing the quality of paper and coating process;

5. In biotechnology and biochemistry: a wide range of problems, related to role of water in
biosystems and water biopolymers interaction (i.e. mechanism of cryoproteins action, detection
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of specific reactions, like antibody ! antigen, enzyme ! substrate or inhibitor);
6. In cement technology - for regulation of aqueous colloid systems properties by physical

fields, leading to increasing the hardness of cement and bricks;
7. Monitoring of electromagnetic and acoustic pollution, analyzing a physical properties of

water in rivers, lakes and sea, as a test system (the ecology problem);
8. Mechanism of transition of flow from the laminar to turbulent one in petroleum pipe-lines

and the ways of this process regulation by means of electromagnetic and acoustic fields;
9. Evaluation of frequencies of cavitational fluctuations of water, making it possible their

effective resonant stimulation by external physical fields. It may be useful for: a) de-infection of
drinking water; b) stimulation of sonoluminescence; c) development of pure energy technology;
d) cold fusion stimulation.

Application to nonaqueous systems
1. Fundamental research in all branches of condensed matter physics: thermodynamics,

dynamics, phase transitions, transport process, surface tension, self-diffusion, viscosity, vapor
pressure, etc.

2. Monitoring of new materials technology (semiconductors, superconductors, polymeric
materials) for searching the optimal conditions (T, P, physical fields) for providing the optimal
parameters on mesoscopic and macroscopic scale for their best quality;

3. Study of mechanism of high-temperature superconductivity;
4. Study of mechanism of superfluidity.

Comprehensive Analyzer of Matter Properties (CAMP) represents a basically new type of
scientific equipment, allowing to get incomparable big amount of information concerning
physics of liquids or solids. It can be very useful for investigation of dynamics and mesoscopic
structure of pure matter as well as solid and liquid solutions, the colloid systems and host-guest
systems.

The competitive ability of companies, involved in listed above technologies, could be
increased strongly, as a result of CAMP application for their technology improving.

The market for Comprehensive Analyzer of Matter Properties (CAMP) is free and due to its
unique informational potential could be much bigger than that for IR, Raman or Brillouin
spectrometers. It means that the manufacturing of CAMP of different configurations and its
marketing also has a big prospects.

The demo-version of CAMP-computer program (CAMP, copyright, 1997, Kaivarainen)
is available and may be ordered from the author. It demonstrates potential possibilities of
basically new optoacoustic device on examples of water and ice.
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